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WASHINGTON AP ) — Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew says
the United States won't be
ready to sign a Vietnam peace
agreement by Tuesday, but
doesn't think this will prevent
an agreement "in due course."
"There is no question about
the principal parts of the agreement," Agnew said Sunday.
However, he added there "are
just a few matters to be made
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ASEBALL
A — Rico Carty, the
league batting
hen he hit .366, has
ed by the Atlanta
the Texas Rangers
Jim Panther.
SKETBALL
N — The Houston
the National Basketiation have acquired
n McKenzie from the
Trail Blazers in exfor forward Greg

GOLF
IDE, Australia* — Dam of Australia shot a
hole total of 140 and
oke lead in the Qantas
n Open Tournament.
URST, NC. — Bill
n, a runnerup in past
British Amateur
ents, and Curtis Peter2-year-old tournament
won their semifinal
and will meet for the
xi South Seniors Chainin an 18-hole round

'EGAS, Nev. — Arnold
seeking to end a 15ictory drought, fashionG4nder4)ar_19 _.and....ret share of the lead in
rid round of the $135,000
a
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Out of town last Friday to visit
Westvaco's Wickliffe mill which
is located just outside Wickliffe
on about 2,000 acres of land.

Our first 'impression was the
magnitude of the operation and
the magnitude of the machinery
and equipment. Nothing is
small. The pipes are big pipes,
the buildings are big buildings,
the electrical
input is
tremendous. All Is on such a
scale
that one becomes
Illlipution in comparison.
The entire tour was under the
supervision of Dick Boyd,
Public Relations Manager of
the mill. The mill is so spread
rittt•
transport folks around from one
point to another.
Modern is the word and when
the mill was completed two
years ago, it was hailed as the
tContinued on Page Twelve)

Nunn to be
In County
Wednesday
Louie Nunn, candidate for
U.S. Senator from Kentucky,
will bring his campaing into
West Kentucky
this week,
according to Steve Hamrick,
Calloway County Republican
Campaign Chairman.
Nunn will be in Murray on
Wednesday, November 1, and
will be on the Murray State
University Campus from 9 a.m
to 10 a.m. While at MSU, WKMS—TV plans to tape an interview with the candidate,
Hamrick said.
Nunn will tour downtown
Murray front 10:30 a.m. until
noon, Hamrick said. The former
governor will tour Mayfield and
Graves County. Wednesday
afternoon.
t- "Governor Nunn hopes to
'meet as—tilany people from
Calloway County as possible,'
Hamrick said. -We really are
interested in bringing this
campaign to the people."

The Weather
Rain likely tonight and not so
cool, low in the low 50s. Mild
with rain likely Tuesday, high
in the upper 60s. Wednesday
cloudy and cooler with chance
of rain.
Outlook Wednesday through
Friday: Rain Wednesday followed by decreasing cloudiness
_ an cooler weather Thursday
and Friday:- -Low— in—the-50sWednesday, lowering to the 40s
Thursday and Friday. Highs
mostly in the 60s.
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'crystal clear' between the par- signed in Paris on Tuesday,
vorties before it can be made fi- claiming the United States ear001PI ri4p.
nal."
lier agreed on that date.
South Vietnam's foreign minThe proposed agreement does
ister, Tran Van Lam, said not provide for withdrawal of
FIRE DEPT
today his government won't North Vietnamese troops from
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
sign until North Vietnam with- the South, although U.S. forces
•
•
•
•
•
•
draws its troops from the South would be withdrawn within 60
and until there is agreement on days after the agreement is
the exact role of a proposed signed. War prisoners in InNational Council of Reconcilia- dochina would be released in
tion and Concord which is sup- the same 60-day period.
posed to maintain a cese-fire
Kissinger has said one addiand supervise elections.
tional negotiating session of
A tentative peace agreement three or four days will be re$1.
to end the long war was worked quired to work out a few details
zollr
out in Paris in negotiations be- before the agreement can be
tween presidential adviser Hen- signed.
ry A. Kissinger and North
A statement today by Hanoi's
4
Vietnamese envoys. North Viet- official ne•wspaper said the Un:
nam is demanding that it be ited- States has,...only "two
choices," to ign the agreement
Faxon Mothers Club To
NEW PUMPER—The Murray Fire Department has received the Ile% pumper Prescott, Johnny
worked out in Paris, or face inLane. and thief Jackie Cooper. The truck,is a 1.000-gallon
tensified war. Viet Cong forces for the dountoen station. Standing in front of the new truck are, left to right,
pumper is ith a 500-gallon booster. The new vehicle cost nearly
$30.000.
Meet At School Wednesday have mounted widespread new firemen James Spann. Lyle Pridemore. Assistant Chief Don Newberry, Morris
Staff Photo by David Hill
attacks throughout the South in
The Faxon Mothers Club will recent days.
Meet at the school on Wed(Continued on Page Twelve)
nesday, November 1, at 1:30
MEET CANCELLED
p.m.
Murrty Star Chapter No. 433
Fred Gillum, Calloway
County 4-H Club Agent, will be Order of the Eastern Star has
The Calloway County Firethe guest speaker. His talk will cancelled its called meeting,
Rescue Unit responded to a call
be on "Future Happenings Of 4- scheduled for Tuesday, October
Galluwa) was injured in a to the mobile home of Virgil
Two persons were Injured in
31; however, the practice
H.twe car collision Friday at 1:05 Reding, where a fire had
accidents
reported
to
session
the
will
still
be held on
All mothers are urged to
Murrily Police over the p.m. at the intersection of 16th developed around the kitchen'
Thursday, November 2.
attend.
and Main, according to police. sink, at 12:55 p.m. Sunday.
weekend.
Rex Galloway, 1623 Sunset, He was treated and released at
The cause of the fire was
and Walter J. Leucht, of the Emergency room of the reported to be some diesel fuel
Woodstock, Ill., were injured in hospital for injuries to the neck, in the kitchen, and was already
For the first time in the receiving an award for Inseparate accidents, according hospital authorities said.
out when the firemen arrived. history of the school, the dividual top place and Jerry
The other vehicle involved in
to police reports.
Personnel answering the Calloway County High School Gardner, Warren Hopkins and
Leucht was admitted for the Galloway accident was alarm were Jim Johnson, Ed Debate and Discussion team Tom Smith all rated "exGovernor Wednell H. Ford limitations on their means of observation to the Murray driy en by Larry I. Crouse, Jennings, Jim Wilerson, Loyd took first place honors, with the cellent."
and Highway Commissioner meeting them. As a candidate I Calloway County
Five, according to police. Key, Jerry McCoy, Gordon sweepstakes trophy, the first
Speech and Debate Coach
Hospital, Route
Charles Pryor, Jr.. have an- promised to find some way to according
to
hospital Officers said the cars were both Wirt, David Key, Ron Fletcher, place varsity debate trophy and Larry England will be using this
nounced a distribution of state help our cities deal with their authorities. Leucht was in- traveling north on 16th at the Ron Garland, Johnny Garland, top individual honors, at the week for extensive
team
aid funds to the cities and urban problems thru state aid. As volved in a one-car accident at time'of the accident.
25th annual High School Debate practice before going to the
and Charles Tubbs.
vernor-.i recorzunended this, the intersection
*areas of thecilinnionwealth.-In
Damage to the Galloway car
and Discussion Workshop, held Union County Invitational
of 16th and
the program to the -1t7'2 General Story, acetic-nit-it)
Calloway
County
was to the front and rear, and
Saturday at Murray State.
Tournament next Saturday.
Assembly and saw appropriate
distribution includes:
• Calloway County's Varsity A'
Leucht was heading west on damage lo the Crotige car-waf
legislation passed."
team
in
Debate,' cdrrt,
Story at the time of the ac• to the front, according to police.
'
Of RevotatiOL.,_
Dexter $1,076.72
Responsibility for managing cident, and reportedly
A three-car collision was
posed of Johnny Riley and
Hazel, $1,918.19
struck a
.the progam has been given to tree in the
Quentin Fannin were un- Have Meeting Saturday
Murray, $61,241.63
yard of Ewing reported at 12:05 Friday, at the
the Department of Highways. Swann,
(Continued on Page Teel.'
defeated after two rounds of
700
S.
The James Campen Chapter,
16th.
allocation provides Commissioner Pryor said the
Each
debate and qualified for the Kentucky Society, Sons of the
funds for the community's Departmen plans to develop
championship round with the American Revolution, met
street and road maintenance and implement Municipal Aid
highest number of speaker Saturday, October 28, at the
and improvement program. Programs for the
various
points.
Triangle Inn.
'The new program, styled the communities with personnel
Riley- tsnd Fannin soundly
Following a noonday lunMunicipal Aid Program by the now supervising the County
defeated the A team from cheon a short business session
Department, of Highways, Road Aid and Rural Secondary
Walter "Dee" Huddleston, Paducah Tilghman for the was held. Those in attendance
becomes operative July 1, 1973, Programs. Deputy ComFour persons were injured in Calloway County Hospital majority leader of the Kentucky Varsity Debate Championship.
were: Maurice Humphrey, Dr.
1973-74
which
for the fiscal year
missioner Otto Ingram will a two car collision that occurred were: Fred Summers, age 23, Senate and candidate for U.S.
The Championship debate Ralph Slow, Charles Hinds,
begins on that date. The have specific responsibility.
on Saturday at 2:30 p.m. on U.S. Route
Three, Puryear, Tenn., Senator, will speak at a five- was filmed and will be shown on Manning Stewart and Brown
program is based on one-half
The amount allotted each Highway 641, one mile south of injury to 'chest; Mrs. Betty county rally tonight, at 8:15, WKMS TV channel 11 at a later Tucker. Several
mearbers were
Commonwealth'
s place is determined by
cent of the
its Murray, according to Kentucky Hensley, age 29, Route Five, p.m. at the Calloway County date to be announced.
out of town or live away from
motor fuel tax.
State
Charles
Trooper
population as shown by the 1970
The Novice debate teams the area.
Paris,Tenn., injury to left arm; Courthouse.' '
Distribution is being an- federal census. All incorporated Stephenson.
Calloway County Attorney Sid from Calloway High got their
Beth Barnes, age r2, injury to
The membership voted to
nounced at this time to allow cities are eligible to share
Injured and treated at the right knee; Kenneth Barnes, Easley, democratic chairman first taste of
as
competition and attend the January meeting of
local authorities to begin well as unincorporated areas emergency room of the Mums'
age eight, seen and released. for the Huddleston campaign in came out on the winning side. the Murray Chapter, Daughters
planning the first of their an- which the census found to
be
according to hospital officials. the county, has issued an in- Team A composed of Sandy of the American Revolution.
•
nual programs.
urban in character. Programs
•
Trooper Stephenson said vitation to all locaLresidents to Gray and Gena Cleaver and
Officers elected for . the
Governor Ford said,-"I have for unincorporated urban areas
Summers, driving a 1964 attend the rally and hear team B consisting of Tommy corning year are: Maurice
long been concerned by the having no Annie have their
Riley and Rick Wilkerson Humphrey, President; First.
Chevrolet, was traveling Huddleston.
monnting needs of Kentucky's allocations in the name of their
defeated Christian County, Vice-President Charles Hinds;
toward Murray when his right — urban areas and the severe county.
Paducah Tilghinan and Henry Second Vice-President. Dr.
wheel went off the pavement,
BAKE AND CRAFT SALE
County twice whole only losing Ralph
Joe Dick, president' .and lost control of the car, and came
Slow, SecretaryThe Murray TOPS Chapter 34 two
decisions, one to Louisville Treasurer, Brown Tucker.
chairman of the board of the across the road colliding with will have a bake
and craft sale Atherton and the
Henry Count A
Bank of Murray has been apThe meeting adjourned early
in front of Roses Department
iContinued on Page Twt•Ivet
Team.
pointed as a member of the
to permit members to attend
Store in the Central Shopping
Calloway's discussion team the American Revolution
Kentucky _Savings
Pond
Center on Satutday, November
gave an outstanding per- Bicentennial Symposium at
Kentucky
Authority
by
4, at nine a.m.
formance with George Taylor Murray State University.
Governor Wendell Ford.
Dick is one of seven members
Church Women United in of often meaningless political appointed by
the governor who
Calloway County will celebrate ones, and the sharing of Holy will be
responsible for iinWorld Community Day on Communion.
plernenting a program that will
"World Community Day is be unique among
Friday, November 3, at 10 a.m.
the states of
at the First Christian Church in more than just one day of the nation,
Dick will serve for
Murray. 'Mrs. Carroll W. Guy special emphasis for church four years.
will speak on the
topic women," a spokesman said.
Created by the 1972 General
The Murray High' Debate
"Each local unit is involved all Assembly, the Savings
"Promises, Promises.",
Bond
A resident on Kentucky Lake year long in corporate action for Authority will be an in- team participated in the
Murray State University
with her husband and children peace and justice.
dependent instrument of state
DiscUgsion
Debate
and
for the past five years, Mrs.
"Through offerings received government. It will function :is workshop
Saurday.
Guy has spoken to_numerous at their
special services, they an indirect refunding agerity
TalOng top honors for the
church, civic and school participate in a ministry
all for long term bonds by sellirt: Tiger', team
organizations in Los Angeles over the world,••
was Lezlee Barthe spokesman short term, small denominat• '! tholomy
with a superior rating
and Oklahoma City while living added. "They
tax
to
!
•
exempt
savings
bonds
also work for the
in discussion.
in these communities. She has Clothing
,Appeal of Church public.
Debi Shinners and Laurie
also been active in teaching and World
Kentucky
is
first
the
state
•(i
St6rvices, the
ComBeatty also received superior
serving on various committees munity Hunger
the
nation
a
such
to
develop
Appeal and the
.•
ratings in discussion.
at the First Presbyterian sale of $3
gift certificates to program.
Murray High's next trip will
Chu,gch of Murray, where she purchase
The
Authority
Savings
Bond
material aid of all
and her family are members. typesi
is authorized to issue t.tv be to Union County ttiis
-She is a graduate of the
•
exempt bonds in denontinatil,t) weekend.
University of Rochester where
'Response to these appeals of not less than $100 or inure
she majored in History.
finds its ?limas on WOrld than $10,000 on a discount basis,
94Th BIRTHDAY
SWEEPSTAKES WINNERS—The Calloway Debate and Discussion team took first place honors,
Women of all churches are Community Day,a good time to similar to United sates Savings
Mrs. Ida Lacey will celebrate
with the sweepstakes trophy, the first place varsity debate trophy and top individual honors in
-MAIM • to -join it* united remember that, as members of Bonds. Income from the sale of her 94th brithday on Thursday, discussion at the 25th annual
high school debate and discussion workshop. held Saarday at Murray
celebration, which will feature the7 a world community, we these bonds will be invested in November 2, at the home of her
State. Back row, left to right, Rick Wilkerson, Warren Hopkins. Tommy Riley. Toni Smith:Quentin
songs, reminders of God's have a responsibility to share," other tax exempts bonds of the daughter, Mrs. Billy Carroll, at
Fannin, and Johnny Riley. Front row, Coach Larry England. Danny Futrell, Gena Cleaver, Sandy
eternal promises in this season the spokesman concluded.
state and its agencies.
Coldwater.
Gray, George Taylor, and Randy Williams.
Staff Photo by David Hill
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Agnew Says U.S. Will
Not Be Ready To Sign
Peace Pact By Tuesday

This is the first paper mill we
ever visited so needless to say it
eas an exciting experience.
m Page

In Our 93rd Year

.0110.

Two Persons Injured In
Accidents Over Weekend

Rescue Squad Called Icallo
To Trailer Sunday

Debate
Team Wins First
Place Saturday

State Aid Funds For
Local Areas Announced

Four Persons Injured In Two Car
Wreck on Saturday on Hwy. 641

Dick Named To
State Group

Church Women United To
Have Community Day Here

Murray High
Debate Team
In Workshop

way

Huddleston
In Murray
Tonight
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By BOB SCOTT
Copley News Service

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the integrity of its Newspaper
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A Journalist's Book Of Prayer
An enterprising publishing house, possibly
what perilous times these are for
realizing
American newsmen, has printed a new volume
called "The Journalist's Prayer Book." It contains
spiritual offerings from some of the nation's top
journalists, and if nothing else it suggests that some
of them could have made pretty good country
preachers.
There is, for instance, this appeal from Walter
Cronkite of CBS: "Dear God: Help me remember
and my fellow man understand that the truth knows
neither friend nor enemy, nor can those who pursue
ABC's Vietnam correspondent Steve Bell has a
special prayer:"Arm me,0 God, with courage to go
where the story goes, yet fear of becnming calloused
to the horrors of war; detachment that never loses
sight of basic issues, yet involvement that shares the
thought and fears of individual; purpose in the
knowledge that free men must know, yet a sense of
divine purpose that always recognizes war as the
failure to know thee."
Black reporter Millicent Brown Fauntleroy offers
these poetic lines: "Ignore the cries of 'Tom' and
'nigger', forget about deadlines and be a digger."
And for the self-confident comes this brief
message from Clifton Daniel of the New York
Times: "I pray God to make me wise. I'll take care
of the rest."
We'll quit on that one from the New York Times,
which seems to like brevity only in prayer.—
Charlotte (N.C.) Observer.

Blow To Freedom
Sigma Delta Chi, the national journalism society,
has labeled as "frightening" the imprisonment of a
Newark, N.J., reporter for refusing to reveal a news
source.
"It is a very sorry thing, frightening, to see the
-coercive power-,‘ of the court used to punish a
reporter." said a statement issued by Dick Fogel,
chairman of the society's national freedom of information committee.
The reporter, Peter Bridge, 36, who worked for the
now defunct Newark Evening News, began serving a
contempt of court jail sentence imposed because he
refused to answer several questions from a grand
jury.
Citizens concerned about infringement on press
freedom emphasize that taking away protection of a
reporter's news sources is a dangerous blow to the
: people's right to know.—Beaumont (Tex.) Enterprise.

Personal Privilege
In Joseph Lash's biography, "Eleanor and
: Franklin,- appears this sage remark attributed to
Mrs. Roosevelt: "Remember, no one can make you
; feel inferior without your consent."—Charleston
(S.C.) News and Courier.

LEDGER & TIMM 111.6

Deaths reported are Miss Kate Melugin, age 71,
and Mrs. Martha Wilkinson, age 67.
Deputy Marshall Billy J. Stubblefield, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Cohen Stubblefield of Murray, has been
named to head the office of the U.S. Marshall at
Paducah.
Several buildings in Murray have been approved
as Community Fallout Shelters, according to James
M. Lassiter, Director of Civil Defense for Murray
and Calloway County.
Jimmy Cross of Murray attained a perfect 4.0
standing at the University of Kentucky College of
Engineering, Lexington, for the summer term.

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES ELLE

A dog belonging to a Murray resident was found to
have rabies, according to the Calloway County
Health Department.
Alfred R. Lassiter, Driver. Third Class, Construction Battalion, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. E.A.
Lassiter of Murray Route One, has reported tb.the
U.S. Naval Auxiliary Station, Kingsville, Texas, for
duty.
Sgt. Ronald E. Burkeen, son of Mr..And Mrs. Dave
Burkeen, is home after being discharged frorn the _
Army. He served the last five months in Korea.
Showing at the Capitol Theatre is "Home In
Oklahoma" with Roy Rogers and Trigger.

WHAT'THEY'RE WEARING IN SHANGRI-LA
— Modeling some of the exotiic
version of the Lost Horizon brings

Fly in the ointment ?

MONEY MATTERS "

NEIGHBORLINESS REDISCOVERED

Town tackles welfare problem
People in De Land, Fla., (Pop.
12,000)finally got tired of waiting for
someone in Washington to take care
of "the welfare problem." They decided to do it themselves, and an undertaking called the Neighborhood
Center of West Volusia County is
having an extraordinary impact on
the lives of the poor in De Land.
The center pays its bills, which are
not many, with $5 donations from individuals and regular contributions
from churches, clubs and civic organizations. It has only one paid employe, a director. On any day, however, the center is a nest of people,
some of them poor, some of them
not, but all busy proving that welfare need not be an end in itself.
The center tries to find jobs for
people on welfare. Failing that, it
makes jobs. A penniless father
thbught he could support his family
mowing lawns but he did not have a
lawnmower. He got one. Welfare
mothers come to the center to sew —
making clothes for their own families and for others. Mrs. Norah Hagman, director of the center, figures
there is no one on welfare in De Land
who is not wearing clothes made at
the center.
Housewife-volunteers help welfare families set up budgets and accompany mothers to supermarkets
to show them how to get the most for
their food stamps. Volunteers drive

the needy to doctors' offices. The
center conducts classes on birth control and nutrition. Volunteer counselors work on marriage problems
and with troubled teen-agers. The
center makes small loans, but
makes sure there is a way for money,
to be earned to pay them back.
"All we ask of people is to try to
help themselves instead of relying
solely on welfare," says Mrs. Hagman.
The fact that the Neighborhood
Center of West Volusia County has
attracted national publicity tells us
more about the rest of the United
States of America than about the
people, of De Land. All they have
done, really, is rediscover resources
among themselves for a kind of
"anti-poverty program" that was
once quite common in American
communities. The center's volunteers have made an end-run around
the welfare bureaucracy to enter the
lives of the poor and nourish a flame
of initiative and self-respect that
government support tends to stifle.
An impact may be expected eventually on the cost of welfare to taxpayers in Volusia County. We doubt,
however, if that is how those connected with the Neighborhood Center will measure its success. In
terms of the scriptural truth about
giving and receiving, they have already been repaid.

Geoffrey Beene Boutique
Offers New Spring Styles
By ANN HENCKEN
and shoulders. Others are printAssociated Press Writer
ed with pleated skirts. If the
NEW YORK i AP) — The soft short evening dress is
indeed
spring dress is the best thing coming back, this is a good
soon the ticket at the Geoffrey lution.
Beene boutique collection.
These look better than some
For evening, weed through
some old-looking cygaline ruf- dressy pants suits offered. They
fles, stiff organzas and the neck are newer than the long swirlruffles of a red and White polka ing print dresses shown.
dot creation.
They even outshine a couple
Don't stop until you come to of very pretty white shirt
a group of short chiffons. Some waists, shown full length, at the
are pastel, with dropped waists Monday presenatation.

And Peter followed afar off.—Luke 22:54.

Most of us are fearful about the cost of
discipleship, yet we follow. We are drawn to Christ,
yet we cling to our safety at a distance.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.
The U. S. Public Health Service has completed a
cost-to-coast and gulf-to-border survey and computer analysis on headaches. The findings show that
single people have fewer headaches than married
people. Strange they should need a computer to
figure that out.
"Marriage is neither heaven nor
hell. It is simply purgatory.
—Abraham Lincoln

costumes in a new

attention to filming of
the dreamy Shangri-La. Sally Kellerman, who plays in
the Hollywood production, wears long dress made of
delicate silk cfliffon sari. Ross Hunter, producer, has a
shirt of light cotton sari, burgundy on powder blue.

For day, riffle through the
typical famous Beene styles:
the crisp princess line dress
and the useful dark blue with
white collar.
Push on to a series of pastel
jerseys, cut straight and narrow, often with matching
turbans. Try pink or yellow or
beige. They look great — neat,
grown up and put-together.
These two groups of dresses,
For day and evening are top
choice at Beene. However,
there are plenty of good chemise styles and some spanking
fresh. checked daytime suits.
sashed
The
look
predominates in coats and jackets,
bringing more softness to the
tailored trend — which is loosening up a bit for spring.
For women who worry about
their cleaning bills, there are
enough dark blue outfits and
with white • touches to go
around.
This is the only drawback to
the popular pale tones for
spring.
The cleaning bills can be
monstrous. One speck of spaghetti sauce is all it takes.
Prices of the collection run
from $110 to $350. And the dress
is the more effective offering
from 'Beene.

Limited edition
art is popular
By CARL W.
RITTER
Copley News Service
Art forms that traditionally
,have been appreciated almost
exclusively for aesthetic qualities are beginning to gain
widespread recognition as potentially worthwhile investments.
This is limited edition art,
including lithographs, porcelain figurines, medallions,
books and the like.
Authorities credit these
pieces' rising popularity
largely to two factors: ( 1)
they do not require the heavy
initial outlay usually associated with creations by noted
artists, and (2) recent history
reveals a tendency to many
such works to appreciate in
value several times over,
every few years.
A third factor is probably
inflation.
True limited edition art requires that the forms or
moulds used in Producing it be
broken up after a few pieces
have been produced. Each
piece usually is signed by an
artist and frequently includes
the number of the piece above
the number of the particular
edition. For example, the designation 25-100 indicates the
piece is the 25th of a total of
100.
Art collectors who seek limited editions as an investment
medium are assured that the
supply is effectively shut off.
They let the market's supply
and demand factors take their
course after an acquisition.
Porcelain art has become
quite rapidly more valuable in
numerous intances over the
last two or three decades. One
series of bird figurines created in the early days of
World War II sold then for
about 6275 a pair. There were
22 pairs. About three years
ago one of the pairs brought
$50,000 in a private sale,
A bird sculpture that sold

for $3,500 at the time it
reached the market in 1963
changed hands for $27,000 in
1969.
These, of course, were by
masters in their particular
field. And there are few
acknowledged masters of
such specialized figurines,
German sculptor Gunther
Granget, one of the more successful, recently was placed
under contract by an American firm, Wallace Silversmiths, Wallingford, Conn., to
help the U.S. company enter a
new market for limited edition art with animal figures in
sterling silver.
In 1965, after spending
weeks under water and at
water's edge in Germany's
Duisburg Zoo studying dolphins, he created a limited
edition porcelain with an original price of $650. It currently
is valued at $2,500.
Robert F. Wilson, president, Wallace Silversmiths,
said long apprenticeships
usually are required in the
limited arts area.
While not all such art appreciates significantly in
value, he noted that "a great
many people become collectors for purely financial reasons."
The Wallace firm dates
back to 1835.
It is credited with replacing
pewter with the new metal
known as "German silver."
The rriaker of silver flatware
and holloware expanded in
1969 to import quality porcelain dinnerware and figurines
by Hutshenreuther of Germany and fine crystal stemware
from several foreign nations.
'Production of the first
Granget sterling figurines by
Wallace craftsmen is expected to begin in early 1973.
LINCOLN HONORED
A monument to Abraham
Lincoln was dedicated at Oak
Ridge Cemetery, Springfield,
III., on Oct. 15, 1874.

Dear Bob:
I have read your articles
with great interest but I still
have one question. I hope you
will be able to answer for me.
What are the alcoholic's
true feelings? The things he
says while sober or the things
he says while under the influence?
I have read countless books,
etc., but have never found out
this answer.
Many thanks and good fortune in your work.
Inquisitive.
Dear Inquisitive:
Let's first talk about
"drinkers" and then about
"alcoholics."
Anyone who drinks ethyl alcohol is taking a "downer
drug" — a depressant. These
drugs (downers) depress the
central nervous system in a
progressive manner. That is
to say, when taking alcohol into the system, parts of the
brain are depressed early in
the drinking episode, such as
inhibitions which ordinarily
keep us from doing what we
really want to do. When inhibitions are depressed I pushed
down out of the way), we do
what we've wanted to do all
along. Example: a few drinks
and he wants to sing, or fight
the biggest guy in the place,
or argue, etc. Many people
say and do things under the
influence of a little alcohol
that they wouldn't ordinarily
say or do.
An alcoholic is a person also,and behaves like any other
person who drinks. In addition
to the usual behavior, the alcoholic has developed symptoms of alcoholism, such as
gulping drinks, losing control
of drinking occasions, making
alibis to explain his behavior,
developing extravagant behavior, remorse and hostility,
etc.
This person becomes a very
complex individual who does
not want to do what he must
admit he is doing, and who
tries to find rational reasons
to explain why he behaves in
such a manner. Therefore, he
will tell terrible lies( which he
believes most of the time I and
he will use the most illogical
reasoning t which he feels is
very logical) and he will be
aggressive or hostile when his
stories are not sufficient I and
then he will be guilty and
ashamed).
The alcoholic's true feelings
are many. They vary. They do
not always make sense. Most
people cannot possibly understand what they are. But they
are always insecure, agonizing, fearful, painful and seldom verbalized.
What you hear from a practicing alcoholic is seldom
what he really feels, because
he doesn't understand his
feelings and has no way to tell
them. One of the most important aspects of a treatment
program is to help the alcoholic understand his feelings
so that he isn't victimized by
them.
Bob Scott can be reached at
Beverly Manor Alcoholism
Hospital, 401 S. Tustin Ave..
Orange, Calif. 92666 I Telephone 714-633-95821.
(Copyright, 1972, Copley
News Service and Beverly
Enterprises.)

VOTE RECORDER
Thomas Edison patented
his first invention on Oct. 11,
1868, an electrical vote recorder,
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a good husband, yes
DEAR ABBY: I am a 33-year-old wife and mother. I've
always been a good tennis player. My husband tries hard,
but he lacks coordination.
Whenever we've played tennis with friends, I've considered his pride and have never beaten him in a singles
game before a crowd, for which he's been grateful.
For some strange reason, I recently decided to show
him up, and beat him unmercifully before our friends. I
don't know why, but I did it, knowing full well what I was
doing to his pride.
Sin2e then, nothing has been the same between us. No
cross words were spoken, but we both know that I humiliated him intentionally, and he has not forgiven me for it. It's
so serious that he hasn't made love to me in two months.
I do love him, Abby. He's kind and attractive, and a
woman couldn't want a better husband and father. Besides
that., he's a wonderful lover, and I need a lot of love.
Now I am furious with myself. Should I apologize? I'm
afraid to even mention that tennis game. How do I get
UPSTATE WIFE
things back to normal?
DEAR WIFE: Bring up the incident that's been gnawing at both of you; talk it out, and clear the air. Shame on

Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Burkeen of Ahdio Route One will observe
their sixtieth wedding anniversary on Thursday, November 2.
They were married November 2, 1912, in Calloway County with
Ida Cook and John David Burkeen as their attendants. Bro. Mack
Pool officiated at the ceremony.
Mrs. Burkeen, the former Mattie Griffin, is the daughter of the
DEAR ABBY. I need an answer soon. My 18-year-old
late Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Griffin. Mr. Burkeen, a retired farmer,
daughter still wets the bed. She is very pretty and just
announced her engagement to one of the finest young men dd is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Mann Burkeen.
They are the parents of three children who are Mrs. Obert
in the'community.
( Cleda ) Faughn of Benton Route One, Oren Burkeen of Murray
No one would ever suspect she has this problem We
Route Three,and Aaron Burkeen of Almo Route One.
'411.
have tried everything. Years ago the doctor said there was
No special celebration is being planned.
nothing physically wrong with her and she would outgrow
IL, but she hasn't. Is there anything we can do to get her
over this in a huary, or is it hopeless? She is planning a
December wedding and she's afraid to get married.
DESPERATE MOTHER
you for intentionally humiliating him, but shame on him for
having allowed you to lose to hbii in order to salvage his
pride. He may be a wonderful lover, but he's a lousy loser.

DEAR MOTHER: She should visit the doctor again for
• complete examination. If she's physically sound. her
problem could be emotional—and it's not hopeless. IP. S.
She should tell her fiance about her problem. He probably
won't believe her, but at least be can't say he wasn't
warned.]
DEAR ABBY: When we planned our daughter's wedding, we decided not to have any children at the reception
Then we went to the printer to have the invitations printed
and asked him if we should mention anything about "no
children" at the reception. He said, "No. Just address the
invitation to Mr. and Mrs. and that will let them know the
children are not included."
N dv we are getting back cards from people accepting
our invitation to the wedding reception and advising us that
FOUR people are coming! We call them up and ask who
the "four" are, and they tell us they are bringing their two
children.
Abby, we love children, but not at the wedding recepBRIDE'S MOM
tion. Please help us'

DEAR MOM: The printer was correct. All you can do
Is to tell those who advise you that they are bringing their
-eltif4it9i-litat-you an sorra, but you have not planned on
children attending the weddine-reTieptioir- and hopefully
they nil get the message—and a sitter!
CONFIDENTIAL TO "GETTING VIBES": Forget it. A
ring on her finger means she's engaged. U her "vibes"
match your "vibes"—as you seem to think—tell her that
AFTER she sheds the engagement ring you'll be glad to
take her out.

Love Story.
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Mts. Clifton Jones
Hostess For Meet
Homemakers Club

Mrs. Clifton E. Jones was
hostess for the October meeting
of the South Pleasant Grove
Homemakers Club held at her
home.
"The Story of Total Kitchen
Organization" was the theme of
the lesson presented by Mrs.
William Gerald Paschall and
Mrs. Jones.
Mrs. Bob Orr presented a
special lesson on "Crocheting."
The president, Mrs. Milford
Orr, presided, and Mrs. Ellis
Ross Paschall called the roll,
read the minutes, and gave the
treasurer's report. Mrs. Dennis
Boyd gave the devotion.
During the social hour
delightful refreshments were
served buffet style from the

bea-utifettyrappatated
room table centered with an
arrangement of dahlias from
Mrs. Jones' own garden.
All members of the club were
present. Others present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mesdames Luther Downs,_ Dan
Billirigton, Jackie Butterworth,
Rayrtiond Story, Hallet Stewart,
Antry McReynolds, Hoyt Craig,
and Kent Simpson. Visitors
present were Mesdames Burlie
Orr, Dollie Stark, Retta Cooper,
Lorena Townsend, Mebe Erwin;
and Little Miss Ginger
Billington.
The November 8th meeting
will be at one p.m. at the home
of Mrs. Bob Orr,

Halloween Costume
Party Held By
Sorority Chapter

t can be reached at
Manor Alcoholism
401 S. Tustin Ave.,
Calif. 92666 (Tee9582 t.
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RINGS

It begins with a Keepsake Ring. Keepsake—a
perfect center diamond of precise cut. There is
no finer diarnonl ring for your love story.
EMINENCE 5150

MARINA $300
AlSO TO 750
WED RING 34 75

MONAWA
5450 TO 575
AEC/ RING 34 75

Furches Jewelry
113 So. 4th Street
Murray, Kentucky
Phone 753-2835

The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi had a most
enjoyable Halloween costume
party on Saturday night, October 21, at the Community
Center on Ellis Drive. A
casserole
potluck dinner
highlighted the evening.
Andy Rogers was chosen
"Best (Costume) Dressed" and
received a steak dinner for two
at the local Jerry's Restaurant.
.Following the spook's candlelight dinner, entertainment
consisted of a program of
games furnished by the social
committee.
The Halloween theme was
carried out very effectively
with the elaborate decorations.
Those present for the event
were: Mi
d and Mrs. Willard
Alls, Mr7and Mrs. Jerry Bolls,
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Cain, Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Conley, Mr. and
Mrs. Charles Jenkins, Mr. and
Mrs. Pearly McClure, Mr. and
Mrs. John Paul Nesbitt, Mr. and
Mrs. Wally Parkin, Mr. and
Mrs. Andy Rogers, Mr. and
Mrs. Kenny Thomas, Mrs.
Edward A. Thomas, Miss Rita
Farris and Dudley Burton.
Special guests were Mr. and
Mrs . Stan Key.

Penny Club Holds
Regular Meeting

The Penny Homemakers Club
held its regular meeting at the
Holiday Inn on Monday, October 16, at ten o'clock in the
morning with Mrs. Paul Butterworth as the hostess.
Mrs.
Ernest
Madrey,
president, presided and gave
the lesson on "The School For
Life" by Mary D. Brwder.
The lesson on "Crocheting"
was given by Mrs. Clifton
Harrell.
Mrs. Delia Graham gave the
devotion, 'Members answered
the roll call by giving a "nice
thing a neighbor had done for
her."
Other members present were
Mrs. P. H. Hendon, Mrs. Alton
Cole, Mrs. Brent Butterworth,
and Mrs. J. C. Kemp. A visitor
was Mrs. Essie Reaves.
Lunch was served in the
dining roessuif the lieliday_
The November 20tti meeting
will be held at 10:30 a.m. at the
home of Mrs, P. H. Hendon, Sha
Wa Circle: Each one is asked to
bring a sack lunch.

Mystery Banquet
Of Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter Held Here
The
Queen's
Mystery
Banquet was the theme for the
1972 Fall Rush party held by
members of the Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi on
October 19.
As guests, arrived in their
queenly attire at the Federal
Savings and Loan community
room they were greeted by
members of the Chapter and
then ushered to the banquet
table.
The table was a picture of
elegance with white
linen
clothes and centerpieces of
fresh flowers in containers of
Queens Crowns. Fresh ivy ran
the length of the table with
yellow candles as the lighting.
At each Queen's place card
were favors of datebooks and
pens and a crown pendant.
Following the Mystery
Banquet, which was served by
the social committee, Personality Bingo was played. As
each person's name was called
they were asked to tell
something about themselves
and their family. Mrs. Bobby
Wilson was the grandprize
winner.
Presiding over the evening
was Mrs. John Emerson,
president, who extended the
welcome and at the close of the
meeting invited each guest to
attend the model meeting to be
held November 2.
Guests attending
were
Mesdames Bobby Wilson, Will
Ed Stokes, Dick George, Robert
Thomas, Tommy Brown, Leo
Blair, Donnie Lyons, Tom
Muehleman, Ray Klaus, and
Danny Workman. Members
present -were Mesdames
Tommy Carraway, Charles
Chilcutt, Larry Contri, John
Emerson, Wallace Ford,
Richard Ford, Fred Gardner,
Joe Ginn, Jackie Jones, Mike
Morgan, John Paulk, Gerry
Requarth, Franklin Robinson,
Ray Sims, Tony Taylor, Bruce
Thomas,and William Williams.
In using a candy thermometer, be sure the bulb is completely immersed and below the
surface of the boiling syrup
when you read the thermometer to check on temperature
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Monday, October 30
The Haunted House, sponsored by the Kappa Department
of the Murray Woman's Club,
will be open from six to ten p.m.
at 1608 Hamilton.
Tuesday, October 31
Final night for the Haunted
House at 1608 Hamilton. The
event, sponsored by the Kappa
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club, will be open
from six to ten p.m.
The Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Calloway County
Health Center at seven p.m.
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star has
cancelled its scheduled call
meeting.
The Executive Committee of
the United Methodist Women of
the First Church will meet at
the home of Mrs. Otis H. Erwin,
809 Doran Road, at ten a.m. for
a devotion and planning
meeting. Each is to bring a sack
lunch with drink and dessert to
be furnished.
The Current Missions Group
of the Memorial Baptist Church
will meet with Mrs. Gilbert, 824
Hurt Drive, at two pin.
Wednesday, November 1
The Baptist Women of the
First Baptist Church will meet
at the church at 6:30 p.m. with
Mrs. Richard Walker as special
on "Women's Work In Brazil."
The WMU Council will meet at
nine a.m. at the church.
Nature's Palette Garden Club
will meet at the Community
Center at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs.
S.L. Horn as hostess and Mrs.
ES. Ferguson as leader for the
lesson.
The Baptist Women of the
Flint Baptist Church will meet
at seven p.m. •
Meetings of the Baptist
Women and the Baptist Young
Women of the Cherry Corner
Baptist Church are scheduled at
seven p.m.
Thursday, November 2
Murray Star Chapter No. 433

Order of the Eastern Star will
have a practice at the Masonic
Hall at 7:30 p.m.
The Baptist Women of the
Kirksey Church will meet at the
church at 7:30 p.m.
Women's Auxiliary of the
Murray Moose Lodge will meet
at eight p.m. at the lodge hall.
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
have a Christmas workshop at
the club house at 10:30 a.m.
followed by a luncheon at one
p.m. Hostesses will be
Mesdames Hollis Roberts, G.B.
Scott, R.L. Ward, Yandal
Wrather, and Charles Cella.

Spann Home Scene
Of Tau Phi Lambda
Sorority Meeting
The Omicron Alpha Chapter
of Tau Phi Lambda held its
regular monthly meeting in the
home of Mrs. Helen Spann with
Mrs. Melody Swift as cohostess.
Fifteen members answered
the roll call. Mrs. Cynthia Hart
read the minutes and Mrs.
Spann gave the treasurer's
report. A report on the family
night held at the Woodmen Hall,
was given.

Riti-Zbanter Holds
Meet At Home Of
Mrs. Joanna Sykes
The Rho Chapter of Alpha
Delta Kappa sorority met in the
home of Mrs. Joanna Sykes,
Gatesborough Estates, on
Wednesday, October 18, at
seven o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Agnes McDaniel,
president, presided. Mrs. Sue
Adams, secretary, read the
minutes and Mrs. Doll Reddick,
treasurer, gave her report.
Correspondence was read
from the state
president,
Helena Fulkerson requesting
funds for the ADK International
Exchange student, Cecilia
Barra tt-due from Oslo, Norway,
who is attending the University.
of Kentucky.
In observance of American
Education Week the chapter
voted to send funds to support
the exchange student, and to
donate a book to the Calloway
County Public Library.
Plans were discussed for the
installation of Alpha Beta
Chapter in Mayfield on October
29 at the home of Mrs. Ray
Miller there.
Mrs. Verona Grogan, director
of the Senior Citizens program
in Murray and Calloway
County, talked to the group
about her work here.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses, Mrs. Sykes and
Mrs. McDaniel.
The next meeting will be a
luncheon at the Holiday Inn in
Saturday, November 11, with
the Mayfield chapter and the
state president as guests.

The Ways and Means committee reported on rummage
sales held by the group and Mrs.
Martha Andrus reported on the
Miss Rangerette contest.
Mrs. Diana Myers resigned
from her position as third
trustee as she is moving to
Paducah,and Mrs. Kathy Sykes
Odrinex can help you become the trim
was named to the position.
slim person.you want to be. °climes is
Added to the scrapbook
a tiny table) and easily swallowed. Concommittee were • Dorothy; tains no dangerous drug& rustarving. ,
No special exercise. Get rid of excess
Watkins, Betty Hutson, and
fat and live longer. Odrinex has been
Frances Robertson. Names as
used successfully by thousands all over
chairman was Glenda Smith.
the country for 14 years. Odrinex Plan
An initiation was held with
costs $3.25 and the large economy size
three named to the scrapbook
$5 25. YOU must lose ugly fat or your
money will be refunded by your druggist
committee being accepted as
No questions asked Accept no sub•
new members.
stitutes. Sold with this ruarantee by.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Spann and Mrs. Swift.
Mrs. Loretta Jobs won the door
6e
fefee
i Drug
prize.
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Garrison Home Is
Scene Of Meet Of
Sunnyside Club
Mrs. Wayne Garrison was
hostess for the meeting of the
Sunnyside Homemakers Club
held on Tuesday, October 10, at
ten-thirty o'clock in the morning at her home.
The president, Mrs. Danny
Kelley, presided. Mrs. Mickey
Cherry gave the devotion.
Members answered the roll call
with a "nice thing a neighbor
has done for me."
"Kitchen Organization" was
the subject of the lesson given
by Mrs. Danny Kelley and Mrs.
Ed Jennings. Mrs. Max Dowdy
gave the craft lesson on
"Crocheting."
Members made plans for the
bake sale on Octoner 21dand for
the Christmas dinner honoring
husbands of the members.
The club will be represented
by Mrs. Ed Jennings in clothing
and textiles, and Mrs. Lyle
Pridemore in 4-H in the county
homemakers election to be held
the second week of November at
Lake Barkley Lodge:
One new member was Mrs.
Ronnie Bryan and one visitor,
Mrs. Ron Wright. A potluck
lunch was served at noon.
For dessert a special green
and white new baby cake was
served honoring Mrs. Jimmy
Kelley and Bengie and Ws.
Joel Boyd and Preston. Pink
party punch. also was served
with the cake.
The next meeting will be held
Tuesday, November 13, at the
home of Mrs. Max Dowdy.
When, you are making applesauce. the amount of water
needed will vary with the juiciness of the fruit.
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New York Comes From Behind
To Defeat Dallas On Sunday
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Jim Chones, the New York
Nets' million-dollar rookie, is
stepping toward consistency
and that could be bad news for
the rest of the American Basketball Association.
Chones connected for 20
points and 17 rebounds Sunday
night as the Nets bounced from
behind for a 100-98 ABA victory
over the Dallas Chaps. In other ABA games on Sunday, Carolina took Memphis
110-105 and Indiana downed San
Diego 112-98.
In the ABA Saturday, it was
Kentucky 106, New York 82:
Carolina 141, Virgins 109; Indiana 119, Denver 106 and Utah
132, San Diego 120.
"I'm the type of player who
has to play," said Chones, who
--playoff- .; plenty against the
Chaps."I can't sit on the bench
and then come off and be expected to do a good job. I have
to start. l'rn getting more
rebounds every game and a lot
more points. Right now, what
I'm trying to do is become
more consistent."
Nets' Coach Lou Carnesecca
was impressed with the job
Chones did. "He showed some
moves we haven't seen yet,"
said Carnesecca.
Thealiets were down by 114
points at halftime but rallied in
the second half- behind Chones
and John Roche, who had 22.
Billy Paultz' basket with 19 seconds left provided the winning
points for New York.
Chrolina won its fourth
straight game with Billy Cunningham scoring 30 points.
Memphis, down by 16 points
after three periods, scored
eight straight at the start of the
final quarter, but the Cougars
shut off the rally and moved.
away for the victory.

SEARS NEWEST TIRE

CLUWAtt
SILENT GUARD
The strongest bios-ply belted tlre
Sears has ever said, 2 steel belts
for tremendous strength and toughness, 2 polyester cord plies for
inner strength and smooth ride.
C71-1

S3620:1vi 52.02
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MOUNTED
TUBELESS WHITEWALL
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SEARS CRUSADER
Sears lowest priced new tire.
Has 4-ply nylon cord body.
41441...vol
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It was the fifth straight loss
for the TAMs, who got 24 points
from Randy Denton and 22
from Wilbert Jones.
Indiana limited San Diego to
16 points in the third quarter
and overtook
the Conquistadors.

George McGinnis led the Pacers with 27 points while Freddie
Lewis and Mel Daniels added
21 apiece.
Stu Johnson's 24 were tops
for San Diego, which dropped
its third straight after winning
its first five games.

Western Shuts
Down Morehead

McKay a victim
of rating game

Murray Wins
Cross Country
Match Saturday

TUESDAY SPECIAL

Tomorrow, is the day! Come on in,
filler up at the ASTRO and we will wash your
car Shiny Bright ... and the Wash is on us!
That's right ... FREE!

* STANDARD OIL PRODUCTS *
* CHEVRON GAS *

Astro Car Wash
1002 Chestnut Street

No matter where the Purple
Gang has been hiding, those
tough guys were just as bullish
as ever Sunday in pushing
around a fairly potent offensive
team.
Paul Krause and Wally Hilgenberg each intercepted a
Scott Hunter pass and wheeled
back for touchdowns and Eller
and his bruising mates on that
Front Four wall made life miserable for the Packers' gifted
quarterback.
''I'd have to call this our best
game of the season," said
Grant. "Now we've got to play
them one at a tune. I know
that's a cliche, but I think it
applies here."
Minnesota's victory spoiled a
chance for Green Bay to take
over possession of first place in
the nervous Central Division
race. The Packers, who started
the day tied with the Detroit
Lions, fell to a 4-3 record and a
half-game tkehind- the Lions.
Detroit meets the Dallas

Cowboys tonight.
The Cowboys, defending National Football League champions, fell 1'2 games off Washington's pace in the East as a
result of the Redskins' 23-16
victory over the New York Giants Sunday.
In the other games, the
Miami Dolphins trounced the
Baltimore Colts 23-0 the New
York Jets humbled the New
England Patriots 34-10; the Cincinnati Bengals clouted the
Houston Oilers 30-7; the Pittsburgh Staters trimmed the
Buffalo Bills 38-21; the Oakland
Raiders hanunered the Los Angeles Rams 45-17; the Kansas
City Chiefs defeated the San
Diego Chargers 26-14; the
Cleveland Browns tripped the
Denver Broncos 27-20; the San
Francisco 49ers crushed the Atlanta Falcons 49-14; the New
Orleans Saints stopped the
Philadelphia Eagles 21-3 and
the Chicago Bears bombed the
St. Louis Cardinals 27-10.

Wadkins Snatches Win
From Palmer At Sahara

Halloween Scramble
Held At Oaks Club

Free Self-Service Vacuum, Too!!

Buffalo
With 2-1

Minnesota Downs Green Bay
Vikings Still 'Not Back Yet'

By KEN RAPPOPORT .
Associated Press Swfts Writer
The Purple Gang has been
reincarnated, although Carl Eller believes that it's still a
ghost of its former self.
After the Minnesota Vikings
demonstrated some of their oldtime defensive magic in beating the Green Bay Packers 2713 Sunday,their ringleader declared:
"We're not back yet ...
66 yards rushing and 81 pass- wherever we've been, we're
By The Associated Press
not
Western Kentucky continues ing.
back."
In the only other conference
to apply pressure to Tennessee
The brawny defensive end reTech in the Ohio Valley Confer- game, Murray spoiled Eastern ferred to Minnesota's unence football race, smothering Kentucky's homecoming with a impressive 3-4 record and unMorehead 35-6 Saturday while 7-3 decision on George Green- imposing last-place posture in
Tech won a 24-8 non-conference field's one-yard run. Murray's the National Football Confervictory over the University of Larry Brock came up with a ence's Central Division,
Tennessee-Chattanooga.
clutch interception in Eastern
They were destined for better
Tech is 4-0 in conference play Kentucky's end zone to stop a things this year, according to
while Western Kentucky is 4-1 drive on the 15-yard line late in general opinion.
and Middle Tennessee, which the game and preserve a victo"But we haven't been playing
plays at Western next week, is r)".
well," said Minnesota Coach
2-1-1. Morehead fell to 2-2-1 by
Both squads are now 2-3 in Bud Grant, whose team has
losing to the Hilltoppers and is the OVC.
won four straight Central
out of strong contention for the
Besides Tech's victory over crowns.
conference crown.
UT-Chattanooga,
Middle
Western Kentucky shut down Tennessee lost a non-conference
Morehead's potent offense and game to Ball State 24-0, Austin
piled up 320 yards rushing and Peay went out of t,he confer99 passing. The HilltopperS' ence for a 17-6 triumph over
Clarence „Jackson ground out the University of Arkansas
143 yards in 16 tarries.
Monticello and East Tennesseee
The. Western defense, mean- lost a non-conference tussle to
while, contained Morehead to Appalachian State 35-34.
By BOB GREEN .
Associated Press Golf Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (AP) —
The rookie beat the old master,
but aging Arnold Palmer—
mired in one of the most frustrating slumps of his legendary
career—has no thoughts at all
of calling it quits.
By JACK MURPHY
game remarks.
"Hell,- snorted the 43-year,
Copley News Service
-If I end up a bad guy," he
old Palmer after losing by one
College football is one thing,
says, "I end up a bad guy."
stroke to Lanny Wadkins Sunand the ratings game is anIt's weird. McKay, for all
other, and I am persusdetl. the
his success, has remembered day in the final round of the
time has conic to abolish the
that football is supposed to Sahara Invitational Golf
wire service polls published
have an element of fun. He Tournament, "I'll still be playby roost daily newspapers.
brings laughter into a room, ing when he's retired."
That may be stretching it
It was John McKay who
he makes sport of his own hujust a bit, considering that
convinced me.
man limitations.
Perhaps you have read of
This performance was so Wadkins is only 22 and fresh
McKay's churlish behavior.
untypical of McKay it resisted out of Wake Forest, which he
The University of Southern
easy explanation. It seemed attended on an Arnold Palmer
California coach is celebrated
he was charging Stanford Scholarship. But Palmer left no
for his wit and wry sense of
with being so rude as to defeat doubt that he's still ready and
humor. But he was unable to
USC in 1970 and 1971. able to challenge the young
enjoy USC's recent nine-point
Imagine such impertinence. lions that are moving into a
victory over Stanford, the ... Now comes the explanation
dominant position on the pro
school which occasionally
that McKay has had a hate on
-prevents the Trojans from
Stanford since 1965 when USC
"I just didn't hit the ball
playing in the Rose Bowl.
defeated the Cardinals, 14-0, quite as good as I should have,
"I'd like to have beaten
and drew a growl from the quite as good as I could," he
them by 2,000 points,"
throat of John Ralston, then
said and held his fingers just a
grumped McKay. "They have
the Stanford coach.
fraction of an inch apart, "It's
no class. They're the worst
"The better team lost,"
just that far away."
winners we've ever gone up
jeered Ralston, who has since
Wadkins, who collected $27,against."
moved along to the Denver
000
for his first tour victory,
Even now he refuses to reBroncos.
had a scrambling, two-underIf that's true, McKay sure
cant this strange criticisrn.
par 69 in his final round on the
knows how to feed a grudge.
After cooling out, he says he
6,800-yard Sahara-Nevada
But how can he transfer
has no regrests about his postthat animosity to Jack
Christiansen, the current
Stanford character builder?
In 1965, Christiansen was the
coach of the San Francisco
A Halloween Scramble was 49ers.
Incidentally, when
held at the Oaks Country Club
Sunday, with 52 participants. Christiansen was advised of
The team of Bill Seale, Wanda McKay's comments he said
Nance, Jimmy Lamb, Molly something to the effect that he
Sam Torres slashed 30
Jones, and Dorothy Lamb took didn't care to get into a spitseconds from his five mile
first place with a score of five ting contest with a skunk.
That, you understand, is a
course record Saturday in
under.
rough translation.
leading Murray State to a 20-37
The team of Delmar Brewer,
Lacking a better explanacross country win over
Mickey Boggess, Mary Bogard, tion, I suspect that McKay's
Southeast Missouri.
Junior Story, and Hub Dunn anger and disappointment reFour weeks ago, Southeast
won second place, and the team fleet more than personal disMissouri, won the Owensboro
of Roy Cothran, Mabel Rogers, like for the Stanfords, USC
Invitational while Murray
Bill Bogard, and 0. H. Hutson was( and is) the No. 1 team in
finished fifth. But Torres effort
took third.
the polls and perhaps McKay
of 24:31.6 combined with the
Winning balls for the most decided a nine-point victory
best team effort of the year
exercise was the team of Jim wasn't enough to maintain
gave Murray the win.
Neale, Carolyn Caldwell, that station.
Greg Fullarton finished in a
Thomas Jones, and Doug
That could explain why USC
strong second with a 25:16.7
Willoughby. Mike Morgan had was still trying to score, still
while Bob Kauffman of
the longest drive on number throwing passes, in the last
Southeast Missouri was third
nine, and Mickey Boggess was two seconds. And it could acover the five mile course at the
count for McKay's sour tone.
the closest to the hole on ten.
Murray-Calloway Country Club
with a 25:30.
Fourth place went to Dennis
Stuart of Murray with a 25:44
while Etod Harvey claimed fifth
for Murray with a 26:01 Randy
Norris, putting in his best race
of the season, was eighth with a
26:58. John Balbach was five
seconds behind Norris in ninth
place.
Saturday the Racers will be at
Johnson City, Tennessee for the
OVC Championship Meet. The
race will begin at 9:30 a.m.
Murray time.
East Tennessee is the over-*
whelming pick for first while
Murray, Morehead and Western
will be fighting for second.
'MielsigarthreiARBOR,
AN N
University of
(UPI I—The
Michigan's 1072 baseball leans
Conference in
led the Big Ten
pitching
hitting 1.3191 and
ERA,.
12.02

0.0

Country Club course and won
with a 273 total, 11 under.
Palmer, who hasn't won in
some 15 months, also 'had a 69
for 274 "as victory once again
eluded him.
Jack Nicklaus, the game's
all-time leading money winner,
also put pressure on the
youthful Wadkins down the
stretch. At one stage late in the
tournament both he and Palmer—two of the most feared
competitors the game has ever
known—were just one stroke
back of the rookie standout.
But Nicklaus hooked his tee
shot out of bounds on the final
hit his next one into a
ake and took a double bogey 7.

He finished with a 68-276.
Canadian Open champion
Gay Brewer and Hale Irwin
tied at 275, Brewer with a final
round 68 and Irwin with a 69.
Canadian George Knudson, who
led at the end of three rounds,
blew to a 76 for 277.
Wadkins, who now has won.
$114,766—a record for a
rookie—took the lead alone
when he chipped to about six
feet and made the birdie putt
on the ninth hole.
Nicklaus picked up $5,197,
leaving him still short of his
goal of $300,000 for a single season. He now has $290,541 and
will play only one more
tournament this year.

The Vikings' alert defense
picked off four of Hunter's
passes altogether and held. the
Big Green Machine to apaltry
total of 99 yards, rushing and
passing.
Larry Brown ripped off 191
yards rushing in the best day of
his pro career to lead Washington over New York. Brown
scored two touchdowns, including a 38-yard run that
broke a 9-9 tie in the third
quarter. The 'Skins added an
important insurance TD in the
fourth period on Billy Kilrner's
five-yard pass that proved to be
the winning points.
The victory, which improved
Washington's record to 6-1,
may cost a lot for the Redskins. Quarterback Sonny Jurgensen suffered a torn Achilles
tendon that will sideline him
for the rest of the season, and
possibly end his fine 16-year
career.
Earl Morrall, a Baltimore
Colt castoff, led Miami to a
convincing victory over his former teammates as the unbeaten Dolphins won their seventh straight this year. The
Dolphins picked up the veteran
quarterback from the Colts during the off-season and Morrall
hasn't. lost a game since filling.
in for the injured Bob Griese
three weeks ago.
Emerson Boozer busted free
for three touchdowns in the
Jets' runaway over the Pats.
Quarterback Joe Namath set
up Boozer's romps of 5, 12 and
15 yards with intelligent passing.
Doug Dressler rushed for 110
yards—more than half his total
last year—and scored a
touchdown in Cincinnati's
romp. Franco Harris ran for
two TDs and scored another on
o pass from Terry Bradshaw to
lead Pittsburgh over Buffalo.
Oakland cashed in a fumbled
opening kickoff and three pass
interceptions in scoring four

first-half touchdowns enroute to
an easy triumph over Los Angeles. The Raiders' victory
kept them a half-game in front
of Kansas City in the AFC
West.
Jan Stenerud booted four
field goals as Kansas City
scored 23 points in the second
half for a comeback triumph
over San Diego.
Cleveland stopped Denver as
quarterback Mike Phipps
plunged over from the oneyard-line with 2:50 left in the
game. Phipps had earlier
thrown two TD passes.
Steve Spurrier threw three
touchdown passes and Vic
Washington returned the
opening kickoff 98 yards for a
score to lead San Francisco
over Atlanta.
New gorleans defeated Philadelphia behind two touchdown
passes by Archie Manning and
Chicago trimmed St. Louis,

Women's Exercise
Program To Be
Conducted By Park
The Murray Park and
Recreation Department will
sponsor a Women's Exercise
Class beginning .November 2.
The class will -meet twice a
week on Monday and Thursday
evenings starting at 7 p.m. each
night. The classes will be held in
the Middle School Gym.
The classes will be devoted to
an exercise program which will
benefit everyone. Along with
the. class program each participant will be given an individual exercise program
which may be used daily.
Registration for the class will
be held Thursday Nov. 2, at 7
p.m. The fee for this class will
be $7. If additional information
is needed contact the Park
Office at 753-7640.

OPEN HOUSE
Peoples Bank
TUESDAY, OCT. 31, 9 to 4
Gather Your

By HAI. BOCK
Associated Press Sports 1+
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Loose Money
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and Save at
Peoples Bank

Enjoy an Old Fashioned Halloween with the folks at Peoples Bank.
Refreshments served at all locations — Main Offices, North Branch,
So. 12th and Story Branch.
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Buffalo Sabres Still Unbeaten
With 2-1 Win Over Minnesota
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By HAI. BOCK .
Associated Press Sports Writer
It's 10 games down and 68 to
go for Buffalo's stunning Sabres—still unbeaten in this National Hockey League season.
The Sabres and sensational
Rick Martin continued to sock
it to their bigger brothers over
the weekend and stayed on top
of first place Montreal—rardied
atmosphere for the 3-year-old
franchise.
Martin scored his 12th and
13th goals of the young season
Sunday night as the Sabres
whipped Minnesota 2-1 and
stayed just two points back of
first place Montreal.
The Canadiens edged Detroit
2-1 and also remained unbeaten.
In other games, Johnny Bucyk
scored his 400th career goal as
Boston rocked the New York
Islanders 9-1, Rod Gilbert
picked up four assists in the
New York Rangers' 7-1 romp
over Chicago, and Philadelphia
whipped Toronto 5-2.
In Saturday's NHL action, it
was Buffalo 3, Montreal 3; Boston 3, Toronto 2; Chicago 4,
New York Islanders 4; Atlanta
2, Vancouver 1; St. Louis 8, Detroit 3; Minnesota 2, Philadelphi ; and Los Angeles 5,
Pittsburgh 2.
Martin, who set a rookie goal
scoring record with 44 last season, leads the league with his
early spirt this year..
The young left winger gave
the Sabres the first period lead
when he took a cross—rink
pass from Rene Robert_ and
charged in alone against Ce'sare'Maniago.
Martin clicked again in the
second period when he got
lucky, flipping a shot from the
corner that bounced in off Maniago's leg.
Detroit, which won its first
six games, dropped its third in

a row as Montreal remained
Rookie Murray Wilson scored
his first NHL goal for the Canadiens and veteran Pete Mahovlich also connected. Billy Collins' goal with just over three
minutes left, deprived Montreal
goalie Ken Dryden of his fourth
shutout.
Brad Park scored a goal with
the game just 25 seconds old
and then the New York
Rangers added three more before the first period was over to
whack Chicago.
Boston's Bucyk became the
eighth player in NHL history to

By BOB COOPER .
Associated Press Sports Writer
LEXINGTON, KXY. AP)
Kentucky football Coach John
Ray says he's "tire of playing
respectably and losing."
Ray, whose Wildcats dropped
their fifth game in seven outings this season Saturday to
Georgia, "did just about everything wrong we could offensively," Ray said after studying
films of the game.

Mc Colliun, a defensive
tackle, had 10 solo tackles and
a pair of assists, quite a feat
for an interior lineman.
"But they just whipped us
that the line of scrimmage,"
Ray said. "We just weren't
blocking and, as so often happens in a situation like that,
our backs started looking for
daylight and running into
trouble."
Asked in a television appearance what appears to be more
and pore conservative offenseSoften three plunges and
a punt—Ray said that just isn't

true...

"Sure, it looks eonservalive,
but it's the same offensive plan
we used against Villanova and
Indiana early in the season)
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Detroit erased Portland's and the fans seemed to like
The Detroit Pistons lost one lead with nine straight points in that," he said.
for Earl Lloyd ... and won one the last period to give the PisRay explained that game sitfor Ray Scott.
tons a 109-107 advantage. Sid- uations change the appearance
Lloyd lost his job as coach of ney Wicks then tied the game of the offense.
the National Basketball Associ- for Portland with two free
However, Kentucky took the
ation team after dropping a throws, but Lanier hit two fast ball 15 times during the game—
130-118 decision to Houston over goals to spring the Pistons into only six inside its own 20 and
Jack White, internationally the weekend, the club's fifth a never-headed lead.
seven times outside its own 30,
famous pocket billiard and trick setback in seven starts.
Larier had 13 , of his game- generally considered better
shot artist, will hold an
Scott, a former assistant high 33 points in the final peri- than average field position.
exhibition at Murray State coach elevated to the head od. Wicks led Portland with 31
The Wildcats' only score
today.
came when a pass interception
spot, notched his first victory points.
The exhibition will be at the on Sunday night when the PisAustin Carr scored 22 points by Steve Phillips, a sophomore
13 billiard room from 1-2:30 tons stopped the Portland Trail and Lenny Wilkens had
19 .to from Oneida, Tenn., gave them
16.M. today, and at the Hart Hall Blazers 119-111.
spur Cleveland to a comeback the ball on the Georgia 16 in
billiards room from 6:30-8 p.m.
Scott, like Lloyd, is a former triumph over Kansas City- the first quarter.
7 White was first introduced to
Piston player. Lloyd lasted just Omaha. The Cavs trailed by 13
In other instances, for expocket billiards at the age of 8, about a year as the Detroit points at the end
of the first ample, Kentucky got the ball
and was the world's youngest coach. He was hired iast Nov. 1 quarter, but Carry
and Wilkens en • its 45 on its opening series
touring professional.
after Bill van Breda Kolff sud- _parked a rally that put them
He is a profeasional in- denly resigned.
on top to stay early in the third
tructor, and the first to inFor a while, it looked as period.
- jroduce "pocket billiard though Scott's debut would be a
Bob Love's basket and Jerry
losing one Sunday night. The Sloan's two foul shots in the fiHis high run in pocket Pistons trailed the Trail Blaz- nal
40 seconds shut off a Seattle
lliards was 319 straight in ers 90-81 after three quarters comeback,
helping the Bulls
ew York, and his high run in before Bob Lanier led a fourth- score
a tight victory over the
'snooker was a perfect game, 147 period rally to turn the game
Sonics.
By The Associated Press
points.
around.
Gail - Goodrich scored 32
NHL
In the other NBA games Sun- points and Los Angeles put on a
East
W
L
T Pts GF GA
day night, the Cleveland Cav- 29-14 blitz at the end of the
Montreal
7 0 4 18 40 18
aliers stopped the Kansas City- third period to wallop Phoenix. Buffalo
6 0 4 16 37 18
NY
Rangers 6 3 1 13 39 26
Omaha Kings 115-97; the ChiDetroit
6 3 0 12 36 23
cago Bulls nipped the Seattle
5 5 1 11 46 41
Australis
SuperSonics 95-44 and the 1.4,)
T
BO'rsontonto
3 6 1 7 26 35
Vancouver
3
6 1 3 27 41
Angeles Lakers defeated the
SYDNEY, Australia ( AP) — NY Island
1 6 1
3 18 36
Phoenix Suns 133-123.
West
The 12-meter yacht which will
p tcsago
6 4 1 13 36 33
Saturday night's islii3A re- represent Australia in the 1974 Chti
5 5 0 10 37 33
sults: New York 94, Baltimore America's Cup challenge will
Angeles
5 6 0 10 36 39
90; Kansas City-Omaha 113, be named Australis. Prime Philn
utm adel
4 4 2 10 28 33
4 5 1 9 2
35
7
70
8 2
Buffalo 102; Milwaukee 96, Minister William McMahon anAtlanta
4 6
Philadelphia 92; and Golden nounced the syndicate's choice St Louis
2 4 3 7 25 31
Pol Adr
Calif
2 6 1
State 122, Atlanta 107.
5 25 33
of the name.
Saturday's Results

Billiard Trick Shot
Artist To Appear

3

Pro Hockey
Standings

t

LESS TAXES"

The latest was Saturday's 34- sing their Wishbone," Devaney
0 whitewash of Oklahoma State, said after his defensive unit
a club which Coach Bob Deva- limited the Cowboys to 134
ney called "about as good a yards on 46 rushes and a mere
football team as we've played." 71 yards through the air. "And
It was the sixth consecutive offensively, any time you're
triumph for the Cornhuskers able to score 34 points you've
following an opening-game loss done a good job."
As usual, the most impresto UCLA, a stretch in which
they've outscored the opposition sive of Nebraska's famed defensive "Black Shirts" was
315-14.
"We did a great job of defen- nose guard Rich Glover, who
made 11 tackles and shut down
the middle as Oklahoma State
managed to invade Nebraska
territory only three times.
Meanwhile, sophomore Dave
Humm hurled touchdown
passes to Johnny Rodgers and
Bob Revelle and Rodgers galloped 17 yards for another
score.
While Nebraska, ranked third
nationally, was taking over
and couldn't make a first down. first place in
the Big Eight, the
Late in the first quarter, the Cornhuskers'
arch rival, eighthWildcats started from their 34 ranked
Oklahoma, bounced
and had to kick from Georgia's back
from its lone setback by
47, the second to last time in walloping
Kansas 52-0 and Misthe entire game they crossed souri
made it two straight
midfield.
upsets by shading seventh-rated
Near the end of the first half, Colorado
20-17 on Greg Hill's
Kentucky did cross into Bulldog 33-yard field
goal with six secterritory:But on that play quar- oads to
play.
terback Jim Mc Kay fumbled
Top-rated Southern California
and Georgia took over on its 42. continued
toward its Nov. 18
That was on a first down situ- Pacific-8
showdown with UCLA
ation—and it was the last first by defeating
stubborn Oregon
down Kentucky could muster 18-0
while the ninth-ranked
until 2:15 remained in the Bruins
were beating Washingfourth period and Mc Kay hit ton State
35.20,
Jeff Woodcock with a 13-yard
pass to again gain the Georgia
,
42.
Even then, Georgia Intercepted on the next play and a
54-yard return by Gene Swinford ended all Kentucky hopes.
In all, Kentucky gained just
149 yards—less than half of
Georgia's output—and came up
with a total of 40 yards after
halftime.
Georgia, meantime, had 217
yards on the ground in 62
plays—ahnost double Kentucky's rushing plays—and 125
yards on seven completed
passes in 25 attempts.
The Bulldog throwers, too,
could have gained more
yardage except for bobbles by
their receivers. They had plenty of time and were on target
most of the time.
The offensive lack was so
great_ for Kentucky that news-men covering the game, asked
to select a most valuable playPHILS MANAGER —
er for the Wildcats, took their
Dave Bristol is the new
punter.. John Tatterson.
_manager of the PhiladelHe. at least, averaged
-13-aritt-s.—t-te—fori--slightly better than 41 yards on
merly managed the Mil13 kicks and, at times, kept
waukee Brewers and CinGeorgia from-running wild.
cinnati Reds_ He's 38.

The Big Ten, which provides
the Rose Bowl opponent for the
Pac-8 champion, remained in a
three-way deadlock. Fourthranked Ohio State held off Wisconsin 28-20, No. 5 Michigan
shellacked Minnesota 42-0 and
unranked Purdue got by winless Illinois 20-14.
Alabama
Second-ranked
pulled away from Southern
Mississippi in the second half
48-11 while Southeastern Conference rival Louisiana State,
rated sixth, was idle. Texas,
No. 10, continued its quest for a
fifth straight Southwest Conference crown with a 45-9 romp
over Rice.
In The Associated Press-Second Ten, No. 11 Penn State virtually nailed down another
Eastern crown by defeating
West Virginia 28-19 despite Kerry Marbury's 100-yard gallop
with the opening kickoff and
Bernie Galiffa's 341-yard passing show.
Elsewhere, No. 12 Auburn intercepted four of Gary Huff's
passes and whipped No. 17
Florida State 27-14 as Terry

Henley scored three tunes; No.
13 Notre Dime outgained Texas
Christian 520 yards to 132 and
blanked the Horned Frogs 21-0;
No. 14 Tennessee eased past
Hawaii 34-2 after Conrad Graham intercepted a pass and returned it 25 yards for a
touchdown on the game's first
scrimmage play.
Iowa State, rated 15th, turned
George Amundson and Mike
Strachan loose for a 34-8 victory over Kansas. Amundson
passed for 178 yards and three
touchdowns and ran for 110 and
another score, while soph halfback Strachan gained 164.
Frank Murphy gained 198
yards on pass receptions, including three scoring tosses
from Rich Haynie, as Air Force
outscored No. 16 Arizona State
39-31. Arkansas' sharpshooting
Joe Ferguson hurled the Razorbacks, tied for 18th with West
Virginia and Southern Methodist, past North Texas State 4216 and Texas Tech sacked SMI1
quarterback Keith Bobo several
times and upset the Mustangs
17-3.

Ety THE'ASSOCIATED PRESS
Bobby Sheehan says he got
off to .a fast start last season
but then slowed down. He's off
to a quick start this season and
hoping nothing will slow him. (,
The young center for the New
York Raiders scored twice in a
7-2 World Hockey Association
victory over Alberta Sunday. It
was his two goals within 29 seconds of the second period that
ignited the Raiders from a 1-1
tie.
"I'm not really surprised by
my fast start," said Sheehan.
"I had a quick start last year
but then I slowed down. Actually, I guess the other guys just
got in shape."
The goals by Sheehan, who
played last season for California of the NHL, were the eighth
and ninth for the Raider center.
Ran Ward also got two goals
and he now has eight.
Elsewhere in the WHA, Winnipeg beat Houston 5-3 and
Cleveland and Suebec tied 2-2
in overtime.
In the WHA Saturday night,
Los Angeles and New York tied

in overtime, Ottawa downed
Philadelphia 5-3 a'hd Alberta
whipped New England 4-1.
Winnipeg ripped off four
goals in the final period to beat
Houston. Norm Beaudin got two
of those goals, including the
winner on a power play. The
Jets had tied the score 3-3 less
than three minutes before on
Milo Black's goal.
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Buffalo 3, Montreal 3, be
Boston 3, Toronto 2
Chicago 4, New York Island
ers 4, tie
St Luis fl, Detroit 3
Atlanta 2, Vancouver 1
Minnesota 2, Philadelphia 1
Los Angeles 5, Pittsburgh 2
Only games scheduled
Sunday's Results
Philadelphia 5, Toronto 2
New York Rangers 7, Cl'
(ago 1
Boston 9, New York Islanders
Buffalo 7. Minnesota 1
Montreal 2, Detroit 1
Only games scheduled
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Game
Vancouver at Los Angeles
Only game scheduled

WILL SPEAK

Renald Leclerc scored in the /
third period to pull Quebec into
a tie with Cleveland. The
Crusaders had a 1-0 lead after
two periods but Robert Guindon
tied the game with his goal before Gary Jarrett gave Cleveland a 2-1 lead. Leclerc's goal,
his ninth in eight games, came
with 12 minutes left to play.
The game had been scoreless
until 11:41 M'-the second period
when Paul Andrea netted the
Puck for Cleveland.

Drycleaning SPECIAL

for Congress.

DEE HUDDLESTON

victory -vas its
fourth straight as it stretched
its unbeaten streak to five
games. The Jets got off 25
in the third period during
theiroeitsr

MONDAY • TUESDAY • WEDNESDAY

Katterjohn
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Nebraska Gets Fourth Straight i
Shutout; Defeat Oklahoma 34-0

unbeaten.
reach 400 goals for his career,
clicking twice against the expansionist New York Islanders.
Rookie Greg Sheppard, called
up from the American League
Bg HERSCHE:L NISSENSON.
last Friday, scored the first
Associated Press Sports Writer
three goals of his NHL career
What has the current Nebrasfor the Bruins. Another rookie,
Terry O'Reilly, had three as- ka football team accomplished
that the national champions of
sists in the romp.
Rick MacLeish scored two 1970 and 1971 didn't ... besides
goals for Philadelphia as the losing a game, that is?
Flyers whipped Toronto before
The answer is four straight
a crowd of 15,514—largest ever shutouts, the first time a Neto see an NHL game in Penn- braska team has turned that
sylvania.
trick in 35 years.

"We just didn't do the job
whatsoever," he added.
The Kentucky coach praised
his defense, which was the only
thing that kept the game from
turning into a route as Georgia
pulled out a 13-7 victory.
"For the second straight
week, our defense played very
well and I was especially
pleased with Jim Mc Collum,
who played with a dislocated
finger," Ray said.

MONDAY OCTOBER 30

WHA
East
W
L T Pts GF GA
Cleveland
7 2 1 15 40 23
Quebec
11 30 71
5 2
Ottawa
5 4 0 10 45 44
New Enql
5 4 0 10 34 29
New York
5 5 0 10 45 39
Philadel
1 8 0 .2 22 45
West
Winnipeg
6 7 1 13 35 77
Alberta
5 4 1 11 30 35
L Angeles
4 4 0 8 31 11
Houston
4 5 0 8 78 30
2 5 1
5 19 31
MCricnaqo
1 5 1 3 16 15
Saturday's Results
Los Angeles 4. New York 3,
of
Ottawa 5. Philadelphia 3
Alberta 4, New England
Only games 'scheduled
,
Sunday's Results
New York 7, Alberta 2
Winnipeg 5, Houston 3
Cleveland 2, Quebec 7, t,
Only games scheduled
Monday's Games
No games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Los Angeles at Quebec
Winnipeg at Chicago
Houston at Alberta
Only games. scheduled
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POLYESTER
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for Conk

KNIT SHIRT

LADIES SLACKS

• Short Sleeve

100% NYLON KNIT FOR
LONG WEAR AND EASY CAREI!

Machine washable. Wide
array of fashion colors.

es,
Lovely shades of lavendar, blu
red, rust, yellow, black and
Sizes 8-18.
brown.

3 Styles
Sizes 32-38

Regular '4.88

Team With A Coordinating Top

$299

for A Great Look!

Reg. '9.92

NEED AN EXTRA CHAIR?
This Is The Answer
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HEARING A411:.(
50%0FFtiz.:

Hospital Rep

KLAN PROCLA11
On Oct. 12, 1871,
Grant issued a pr(
against the Ku Klu

ASSORTED FABRIC

High Heat Ruins Meat
Use the coals, not fire, to
cook meat on an outdoor grill.
Broiling at low to moderate
temperature makes for juicier
and more tender meat. It also
means more meat to serve and
enjoy since high temperatures
increase cooking losses. It is
important to let the charcoal
burn until covered with a
gray ash (30 to 45 minutes)
before putting steak, chops or
burgers on the grill. If coals
are spaced about a half inch
apart and in a single layer.
flare-up is reduced.
Some Like It Hot
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h
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suit your decor.
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Hospital Report

day

October 25, 1972
ACULTS 104
NURSERY..5
NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Girl Hudson (Mrs.
Glynda Faye Hudson), Route 6,
Paris, Tenn,
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Elanor J. Cavanaugh,
Route 4, Murray, Mrs. Alma
Lee Adams, Route 1, Dexter,
Lawrence Elvin Harrison,
Route 1, Hazel, Mrs. Susan Gail
Vaughn and Baby Boy, 1715 S.
Main St., Murray, Mrs. Mary
Catherine Burkeen, Route 3 Box
372, Murray, Ewing Hal Geurin,
20400 Keating, Detroit, Mich.,
Steven Lester McCuiston, Route
5, Murray, Master Timothy
Dale Frye, Route 5, Mayfield,
Clarence Edward Boren, 1300
Story, Murray, Mrs. Janice
Faye Cathey, Route 2, Murray,
Mkcahel Dale Cougill, No. 51
Shady Oaks Trailer Court,
Murray, Mrs. Eva Estelle
Johnson, Route 1, Hardin,
Thomas Wesley Nesbitt, Route
1, Hazel, Mrs. Mamie Harris
Edmonson, 1655 College
Terrace, Murray, Mrs. Mamie,'
L. Dufrain, Route 1, Dexter.
KLAN PROCLAMATION
On Oct. 12, 1871, President
Grant issued a proclamation
against the Ku Klux Klan.

IC
Prints.
Polyester,

0
yd.

HOLLAND TUNNEL
On Oct. 12, 1920, construction began on the Holland
Tunnel linking New York City
and New Jersey.
-•
DEAN ACHESON
Dean Acheson, secretary of
state under, president Truman, died on Oct- 12,1911,.:
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ONE DAY
ONLY!!
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MEN'S SHIRT

PANTY HOSE

Stolid color, long sleeve,
permanent press.

Assorted Shades

Regular '2.99
Regular 83'

$ 990
MEN'S SWEATERS
GIRL'S

Sleeveless, rounsiALY-n.PckPullovers and button
Sizes S-M-L

LUilCHEONETTE
SPECIAL!!

$344 HOT DOG
& PEPSI

L

SHEET
ASSORTMENT
• .41.•:;. •

All Day
Tuesday

PI PO, Ad,

KNEEN -SOCKS

22;

Reg.
2/$1.14

BATH TOWELS

Slight Irregulars

,
„ 1,7

If • ss.

Permanent

-• •

$15 -1st Prize

press. Prints,

-410 -2nd Prize
$5 -3rd Prize

stripes, solids. Full & twin,
flat and fitted.

FOR THE BEST
COSTUME

2 $5

53.44

Congreft.

SHIRT

AIT OUT FOR WAC
telephone call is recorded on
To make room for the in- tape, the question is acted upon,
creased number of women in possibly all the way to the
the new Army, advanced in- Commanding General in order
dividual training ( AIT) classes to get the right answer. The
are no longer being given at program runs 24 hours a day,
Fort McClellan, Alabama, seven days a week.
home of the Women's Army
Holiday Dinners Ordered
Corps.
The Defense Supply Agency
From now on, enlisted women has ordered more than four
will receive AIT along with men million pounds of turkey to feed
at Army training centers and servicemen all over the world
service schools while WAC on Thanksgiving and Christofficers will attend advanced mas. Amount orderd for the two
courses with men from other holiday dinners, in pounds, are:
branches.
Turkey, 4,048,000
Women will attend combat
Shrimp, 607,200
arms advanced courses as well
Sweet potatoes, 601,128
as
the
technical
and
Instant potatoes, 154,962
professional advanced courses.
Cranberry sauce, 555,056
Within a year, a least two WAC
Fruit cake, 506,000
officers will attend the infantry
Mince meat, 569,250
officer advanced course at Fort
Pumpkin, 321,082
Benning, Georgia, and one will
Candy, 404,800
attend the armor advanced
The Department of Defense
course at Fort Knox, Kentucky. says that since there are no
Army Takes On Agnes
longer any combat troops in
As it has repeatedly in the
Vietnam it is not necessary to
past, the Army once more help- 'make eloborate plans for sered civilians during a natural ving troops in the field the same
disaster. During and after meal as troops on base.
hurricane Agnes, thousands of
A Dental Tip
active duty soldiers, reservists
The chief cause of tooth loss
and ,national guardsmen took after age 35 is gum disease. A
part_ in countless recon- careful program of good oral
-7-7—rekue • and; mg&
and-regular_ visits .tp.".
bagging operations throughout your. dentist can prelrent loot -L-.the Northeast.
loss in most cases. Oral hygiene
Army help to flood victims includes brushing the teeth and
also inctuded helicopters, cleaning between the teeth with
amphibious . vehicles, cots, dental floss or with pulsating
blankets, water trailers, por- water jet devices to clean under
table water storage equipment, the gums and stimulate them.
water purification units, water
If your interested in the
pumps, C-rations, buses dental field, the Army has
generators, communications schools available to young men
equipment, lodging, medical and women, for more insupplies and heaters.
formation contact your Army
Dial-An-Answer
representative, Sergeant Jerry
For soldiers stationed in Work at the Mayfield Shopping
Frankfurt, Germany a new Plaza, or call 247-4525 for an
solution to any problem has just appointment.
been introduced. By simply
dialing a special number and
Panama goes metric
relaying any problem he may
PANAMA CITY IUPII —
have, the soldier is guaranteed Panama, which for many years
that his special problem will be has used both the U.S. and the
metric systems of weights and
solved shortly.
Called "Dial Command," it is measures, has officially
a program which enables troops adopted the metric system only.
The Ministry of Commerce
of the Army's V corps, and Industry announced that
headquartered in Frankfurt, to all scales and weights must
tell it like it is to the Com- have divisions in kilograms. In
manding General. Dial Com- addition, all cars will have to be
mand heard over 1,000 equipped with speedometersqhowing kilometers per hour,
questions last year.
Rank or position means
nothing in this system which
BOER WAR
lets privates, colonels or
The
South
African ( Boer(
civilians tell their commander
War began on Oct. 11, 1899.
how they feel. Once the

Reg.
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.rt Sleeve

Styles
-s 32-38

or '4.88

Tick.Tbck.
5 o'clock.
Bargain rates begin.
You'll save on calls you dial direct,when
you call long distance
then!

72gt
PORTABLE STEREO
TAPE
PLAYER

Check the front Pages of your phone book for details on
evening and weekend long distance bargain rates.
/r 11.11,6

telephone 5054
CO/11. COlieel.

(WO',

I

1.1 ,111

(4r III.

at/ Duty/ sisal ruse, sir, not tywiv I,, 0•5,
0•1-101,
1•111111
(alit of calls billed to 111101/WI 11111,1?,
0111, 10111.•,1

'1.17

ALCOHOL

it'lerbOIW

16-oz.

13;
Save 8'

TRANSMISSION
FLUID
Quart

*fie

@South Central Bel
Keeptng you In touch

Reg. 37c

TRAMMISS1011

5

for

1,1

.

62;

PHOTO
BLOCK

Reg. 21`

fluid

11,e 110 MAC fire

apecial billing numbers. —

Save 30'

CAMP STOOL
R

Reg. sl°°

DRAPERY PRINT

Save s2"

for$
Save '1.22

Save 54"
WOODEN
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Great nutrition find is the
sweet green pepper! This
crisp, vibrant vegetable is
remarkably high in vitamin
C. Here's the story from the
United Fresh Fruit and
Vegetable Assn.
One medium, raw green
pepper provides more than
the recommended daily allowance of vitamin C for an
adult. It also supplies some
vitamin A and a vanety of
other vitamins and minerals,
plus bulk desirable for good
digestion. There's more green
pepper good news in the fact
that a three and one-hilfinch green pepper is only 19
calories'
Botanists believe the original home of the green pepper
was Brazil Why is a rather
sweet, delicately flavored
vegetable called — pepperi?",
Plump, shiny, fresh and
cnsp, green peppers are just
nght for the crunchy-fresh
touch in saladc and slaws, or
to serve as a vegetable or
main dish, or for delicious
seasoning in stews, soups,
meat loaves. Chop them to,
add to sandwich fillings for a
zesty taste
Green peppers are good
prepared the Italian way by
cutting them into strips and
sauteing them briefly in
garlic-flavored olive oil Use
green peppers too as attractive containers for serving
salad mixtures
For best quality peppers,
select those that Ire fresh,
firm, and thick-fleshed with
bnght green color or with
some red
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successes.
They also make the Datsun you
buy more car for your money, which
is the advantage we have over the
other cars. Some people would like
to believe a car that's fun to drive
isn't everything. But it sure beats
whatever's second.
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Look Out! Women Climbing Up Executive
Ladder In Nation's Giant Companies

By EVE SHARBUTT
"We found that many women everything was okay," she said. pany's
female employes have have a woman
AP Newsfeatures Writer
need counseling. They are
executive?
compete for the job."
Since Dr. Turley and the ad- received promotions. A number
NEW YORK (AP) — Dr. aware they have potential but
"Maybe never,- one official
Dr Turley said there are permaw
visory
hold
committee
began talking
jobs formerly held said. "But hopefully,
June Turley, an analytical aren't sure how to seek promowe'll soon haps 20 women in plants across
with Dow women across the only by men.
reach a point where women will the nation with the kind of
manager at the Dow Chem- tions," Dr. Turley said.
nation, 10 per cent of the cornWhen will the huge company have an equal opportunity to broad background they would
"Some women are highly
On the corner of Rockton ical Co., thinks women may
Ave. and Maple St. in a mid- reach the "take-off point" in trained, technical experts withwestern city back in 1914, their careers later than men do. out thinking of themselves as
stood an oblong two-story
She would be an example. career women."
Petite and blonde, Dr. Turley
white building. In the north
Less than one year ago, Dr.
half of the first floor was Turley was a senior research is mother of three children — a
Gallagher's Grocery. Inside, chemist with 15 year's tenure at son 14, and daughters 12 and 8.
it was one of the most fasci- Dow's Midland, Mich., re- She was graduated from Wilkes
search laboratories. Then she College in Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
nating places in the world.
was named analytical man- and received master's and docJust within the door was the
ager, supervising three women toral degrees from Penn State.
candy case, and such licorice
Her husband is a polymer
whips, lemon drops, pepper- and 22 men in her research
physicist at Dow.
mints, horehound lozenges, group.
"One of our executives asked
chocolate creams, winter-That's not at all unusual,"
me why he didn't hear about the she
green drops and cinnamon
said. "When there's one big
'young
tigers' among women company
sticks were certainly never
in town, several famfound anywhere else in the employes as he did about the ily members often work for that
men.
After
thinking
it
over,
1
world. The grocer waited pabelieve women's careers are company We were interviewed
tiently while you painstakingtimed differently. They are together for our jobs.
ly picked out five cents' worth
"I always judged my own
more aware of their potential in
of your favorite kinds which
the business world at an older performance by that of the men'
he put into a striped candy age, around 35," she said.
I worked with in the lab. Initialbag — never a plain one.
National statistics indicate ly I was afraid, as I remember
Just opposite was the cigar that a woman who is working at it, to sign my name to
a
case, and it was worth going 35 has 25 more years ahead of — I always used initials.report
But I
miles to see the flourish with
her in the job marketplace, Dr got over that after a while. I
which Mr. Gallagher whipped
was always being mistaken for
Turley added
out a box of cigars so the cusa secretary, but I found it bothSuch facts are increasingly ered the
tomer might select one.
men I worked with
significant to major companies more
There was no such thing as
than it worried me. They
Dow. which decided always
such
as
self-service in those days. The
took great pains to exmore than a year ago women plain that I
grocer was there to wait on
was a chemist," she
employes were underutilized as added.
customers, and he stood bea resource.
41
hind the long wooden counter
Dr. Turley feels one reason
A decision to help women
which extended along one side
she
has been able to move up in
of the store and collected the achieve full potential in the management is that she has
company
was
backed
by
apitems as you asked for them.
pointment of a five-woman never been afraid to tell someAnd a great deal of friendly
committee to advise manage- one when she thought things
gossip and jokes and good ment
on job opportunities for weren't being run the way they
cheer got mixed into the con-- women. Dr. Turley
should be
compare at 3.99
was.one of
versation along with the re- four long-time employesA
imed
"I always thought I could do'
quest for a loaf of tread or to the committee.
some things better-- or diitor-The areates1 'thing going...cotton
five pounds of sugar or half a
This year one woman has ently — than the way they were
knit -fops —rfarred over toeferLo-dozen oranges.
been named to a full time posi- being done. I didn't hesitate to
pants fashions or a swinging skirt.
On the counter, among
tion
as coordinator of Ad- express my feelings to my suother things, were the cash
We've got styles and colors and
vancement of Women Employ- pervisor, just so he'd know I
register, the scales, the coffee es at
sizes to catch every eye! The
wasn't a dummy who thought
Dow (AWED).
grinder, and under a glass
price will let you get a head start
cover, a large round cheese.
on your casual wardrobe now!
Food was not prepackaged so
Three to choose:
that you always had to buy a
A) Top-of-the-pant skinny knit to
little more or a little less than
layer or wear alone. Tweedy tones
you wanted. If you wanted "a
in sizes S, M, L. Shown over
slice of cheese" — and everyFrances Drake
blouse.
one knew how much a slice
was — Mr. Gallagher obligB) Button-front top with harmoniFOR TUESDAY,OCTOBER 31. 1972
ingly cut it off with a huge
zing trim in smart flat knit.
iife which always lay beside
C) Flat knit with rounded neck in
Look in the section in which better routines.
the cheese. If you wanted a
contrasting color and sporty laceyour
birthday
comes
find
and
LIBRA
pound that's what you got —
up front.
not a pound and three ounces what your outlook is, according (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
to
the
stars.
What
looks
so
desirable
at
first
or a pound and a half.
may not prove so AITER atCoffee usually came as ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) 4417
:1t tainment, so be sure of your
whole berries, and there was
always an air of suspense A good day for launching new goals. The things that seem to
while you waited for the cus- plans. Do not let conflicting work out so well for others may
tomer to answer as Mr. opinions disturb you. When you not be right for YOU.
allagher poured a sackful KNOW you're on the right path, SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
into the grinder and asked, follow it.
An excellent day for furthering
"Fine, medium or coarser It TAURUS
business and financial pursuits,
was fascinating to watch him (Apr. 21 to May 211
turn the big wheel while the You have more working for you strengthening personal and
scent of coffee perfumed the now than you may realize. general interests. You should do
Associates are putting in a good well now.
whole store.
word quietly, and you should SAGITTARIUS
Butter came in crocks,
soon profit from some efforts (Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
crackers and sugar in barrels,
you have long forgotten.
Influences encouraging for
molasses and vinegar in kegs,
GEMINI
substantial interests and
•cookies in square tin boxes,
(May 22 to June 21)
projects. But bide your time
eggs in crates, peaches and
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along a desertec
breakneck spee
ently enough t
adrenaline in tho
of motorists wn
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drive.
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• United States v
It has since
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das come in tw
RX-2, availabl
coupe or a fa
and the slightl
lighter RX-3, v
a four-door se
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Mazda also c
tional powerp
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here to stay. 1
four-banger,
comes an 808
109.6 CID four
the RX-2 is tro
618. And May
comes only w
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fered at this
could change
months.
As of the n
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model in the
fers nimble
tling perfort
in a small,
package. T
wheelbase
and yet the
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sengers, as
whatever.
And fold o
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for a six-f

The Mal
from a few
faults. In
the rear so
ets must b
an uncomf
tall drive
Mazda's i
timing —
the flow-I
feature it
cracking
you want
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ristmas,"
ist Upton
ould Satan
orse graft
ereby sevon people
• gifts for
• use
?"
never been
istmas ho!the theme,
corrunerans realize
are; in
hack on the
i se system
commercial
idays possi'"A Christperhaps the
Socialist atin his proe as a mean
essrnan who
t Christmas
wrote "A
in the early
s holiday
ing to become
This was no
the United
est were just
f an industrial
or to the 19th
tional Christwere supy were in Enof the Puritan
ecorated trees
g were pagan

-41e

Christmas has
•rnrnercial," we
nd think: What
idays be like if
had their way?
uld have to deent martial law
ir hatred of the
ially since gift
personal choice
ut coercion. It
s to those who
t "Christmas has
mrnercial" that
• to buy or give
ver, individuals
• to do so and if
dgingly this only
• o things.
emonstrates how
ndence and conercise over their
.• •nd, they have
• a time of joy into
gery. Gift Ovliday season is the
pie of freedom
ryiern in action;
Americans during
make a multitude
I
nal decisions
economic marketdiversity of the
gifts available is
or of those rnilrsonal choices,
dislike such ecoocracy. In abolishercial aspect of
, they would substichoice of millions
Is for a dictated
few or forbid any
all!
mess Research Orlocated in New
limed a report in
g that in the year
istmas spending in
States totaled /5
recent hard figures
ble. Almost 21 milericans have been
he last decade, so it
safe to assume that
as spending has
risen.
cantly, the critics of
as as "overly corncharge that merait to make a killing
the holiday season.
r, Fabian Linden, dif Consumer Econome Conference Board,
"The portion of yearly
ecu(ed in the month of
r has remained unconstant over the deThe importance of
s to today's meris just about what it
ior to World War II and
fore,"
eality, the "commerspect of Christmas is
the manifestation of
erican consumer soIf, as it has been asthe religious signifiof Christmas has been
adowed by the cornal, is that the fault of the
mer society? Both gift
g and giving and religobservance of Christmas
leeply personal experi; the cause for any posloss of religious signifi! of the holidays must be
t the door of the individid not some vague cause
-commerrialization of
tmas."

WANT-ADS

MOTORWAYS

Mazda
wagon
scores

TWO-2 bedroom mobile homes at
Hale's Trailer Court. $85.00 per
month,Contact Wiley Mayfield at
IGA, Norttiside or Hate's Trailer
031P
Court,

Just Dial A
Friendly, Experienced
Ad-Visor at ..
FOR SALE

FOR RENT

rvice
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753-1916

FOR SALE

FOR

FOR SALE

SALE

Another View.

Sturdi - House Portable Buildings
Storage, Cabins, Offices, Mobile Home Additions
No Foundation Required - Sizes 6x8' to 24x40'
Completely Assembled including floors, Aluminum Sidevvalls and Roof

FURNISHED HOUSE for college
girls, one block from University.
Available November 1. Phone
TFC
753-4974.

floor joists, 16" apart mounted on 4x6 penfa-treated skids

EXTRA NICE trailer, carpeted,
color TV,air conditioned, electric
fieat. $100.00 per month, deposit
TFC
Question: What goes snap- required. Phone 753-7358.
Highway 94
crackle-pop, is shot from a
gun and comes in a bright TWO BEDROOM furnished or
Route 3 - Murray, Ky.
unfurnished apartment, central
package?
If you guessed a breakfast heat and air. Good location.
Telephone 753-3734 or 753-5693
cereal, you'd be wrong. The Available October 1. Phone 753correct answer is a rotary en- 4331.
TFC
gine Mazda.
16 FT. GLASTRON Boat, motor TWO EXTRA nice air conThe package certainly is FURNISHED APARTMENT,
NOTICE
NOTICE
and trailer. This is a good looking ditioned 10' wide mobile homes.
bright enough. Trim styling, living risen, kitchen, bathroom
.
4 boat and has been well taken care Your choice for $2300.00, or
solid construction and an with shower and bath. One or two)
.
amazing amount of room for a bedrooms. Zimmerman Apartof. See at 1508 Sycamore or call $4300.00 for pair. Phone 753-1566
car of its dimensions.
031C
753-2264.
NIC or 753-6406.
ments, South 16th Street, 753N
•••'•••
S P (••
Ton Rag
The snap-crackle-pop, not 6609.
Novel nber7C 10-3o
1172 by Undbol •••t,
to mention an occasional loud
kabang, is caused by the PRIVATE
TWO
bedroom "YOU 6A\T THOSE DEMOCRATS 500
emission control devices on
apartment, gas heat, large DOLLARS, OR YOU PLEDGED 500
the rotary powerplant.
DOLLARS?"
EXTRA SPECIAL: Beautiful mobile home,already set up
And although it isn't really rooms,$45.00 per month. Also two
bedroom
8'x40'
trailer,
all
at Riviera Courts. Excellent condition. Ready to turn the
shot from a gun, the Mazda
key and move in. 12'x65', 1971 Kingswood. Total electric,
feels like it every time you electric. $45.00 per month. Phone
SERVICES OFFERED
SERVICES OFFERED
030C
central air and heat, garbage disposal, carpet and house
stomp your foot on the,,.accel- 489-2595,
,, erator.
type furniture. Two bedrooms, two full baths, large
Mazda has enjoyed incredi- THREE BEDROOM house near
awning and concrete slab. Everything you could want in a
ble success on the U.S. mar- Murray. Mature adults or couple
mobile home. No sales tax to pay.
Spiders
Termites
with small child preferred: Call
ket.
*
Phone...
*
030P
Some 60,000 units will be 376-2794 Wingo,Ky.
Eat Your Home
111011%
sold this year, predict Mazda
.14 101
spokesmdt, a figure triple TWO BEDROOM Mobile home,
753-6734
--thatat.Vgl's triple. Until now, in a quiet place.- Rent can be
*
*
Roaches
Mazda has concentrafgr15-"Wiiiirtgrout as carpenters•kelpes,
Coasms
sales efforts on the West full or part time. Call 753taxes. 4re payable at the office of the
Coast, but now the organiza- 4770.
030C
GET RIO OK
tion is spreading its wings naWESTTNGHOUSft•efie4rigerator4lit_21 1 „Gauge 3" Magnum
City Clerk in the City Hall Building. The Mertes
tionwide.
PESTS
and Singer, sewing machine. Browning.flne'12Mileeditrant1
EXTRA NICE one bedroom
The ace card up Mazda's furnished apartment, water,
N1C under Winchester 101. One 20
Phone 753-1979,
Office is open each Saturday in October from
sleeve, of course, is the fact sewerage and garbage pick up
gauge model 12 Winchester,
that they're the only game in furnished. Electric heat and air
8:00 a.m. to 12:00 Noon.
*never been fired. One Ray Harm
town. If you want a rotary enREAL ESTATE FOR SALE
print, Mallard, $175.00. Phone
conditioned. Lots of cabinets, two
753-3518,
030C
One under the hood, you're closets.
Located
between
As of this date, October 27, I am ANTIQUE BRICK two level
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours a
going to have to buy a Mazda. Catholic church and White Hall.
If You
no longer responsible for any home, walkobt basement, four 15 WEANING Pigs. Phone 492Television commercials Couples only. $95.00 per month.
day the year round...WinteNand Summer.
other than my own. Jeff C. bedrooms, two bath, large family
debts
proudly brag that while other Phone 753-3805.
030P
Miss
/644
030C
Gillahari, 747 Fair Street, Berea, room,garage, paved drive, trees,
auto manufacturers are
03(113
Ohio.
powerworking on rotary
and shrubs. Available February. CONSOLE Magnovox stereo,
Phone."EVERY DAY YOU DELAY
BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT,
plants. Mazda has one now. unfurnished. 2 bedroom, living
Phone 753-8731.
030C FM-AM radio. Reasonable.
HAVE
THEIR
BUGS
WAY"
LETS
The fact,coupled to long shots room, kitchen, utility,
Phone 753-9373.
030P
bath.
Why Thanksgiving Day?
of Mazdas zipping silently
Before 5:00 p.m.
along a deserted highway at Carpeted, air-conditioned, dishThe Telephone Genie
or
breakneck speeds is appar- washer, refrigerator, stove,
Knows
garbage
disposal.
Phone
753-4974
ently enough to raise the
or 753-3865,
030C
753-3000
Call
adrenaline in the most tamed
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
FIVE ROOM house with
of motorists who then scurry
About Our
Between
6:00
p.m.
bath, within city limits.
Phone
753-3914
Day
or
Nite
TWO
BEDROOM
trailer,
10'x51',
down to their dealer for a test
Fully carpeted, storm
7:00 p.m. In The
electric heat, air conditioned.
City of Murray property taxes
Home Owned and Operated Over 20 Years
drive.
Aluminum Plates
windows, electric heat. A
are
due.
per
cent
A
ten
(
10)
The first rotary sold in the Storage building and water
Evening
Kentucky
of
State
by
Licensed
,
k
nice
14'1(18'
block
outpenalty will be added to all un. United States was the R-100. furnished. Near Coldwater on
If you know your route
building with water and
Member Chamber of Commerce
each
It has since been discon- Highway 121. $55.00 per month.
paid tax bills November 1. Ocboy's number, please call
sewerage hookup. A big
tinued and today rotary Maz- Phone 489-25137
tober 31 is the last day to avoid
03IC-•
him first If you get no
garden spot. Only $9,800.00.
das come in two flavors: The
earpenter
thpenalty. Taxes are payable at
results then -call Jo_hn
GENERAL HOUSE wiring WILL DD any type of
The Ledger & Times
Phone
753-6734 days or 753FtX-2, available as a sports UNFURNISHED three bedroom
Free
thFroffiLe ofitTe City-Clerk in the
Pasco , Jr at the above
rework. No job too work, small or large jobs.
Installation
or
1903
-nights.
sedan;
four-door
coupe or a
City Hall Building. The Clerk's
house, 204 N. 12th. Call Robert H.
estimate. Phone 753number during the hours
103 N. 4th Street
and the slightly smaller and Hopkins,753-5833 or 753-5422. NIC big or too small. Call for estimate 7955
November6NC
office is open each-Saturday in
listed
November
27P
436-2159,
Jim.
Murray, Ky.
lighter RX-3, which comes as
October from 8:00 A.M. to 12:00 THREE BEDROOM brick, bath
a four-door sedan, a sports
Phone
753-1916
Noon.
030C and
board for elderly
AND
Has
acre
lot.
ROOM
about
11
/
2
on
coupe or a four-door wagon.
753-6573,
Phone
woman.
man
or
loan.
Four
transferrable
FHA
Mazda also offers a convenSERVICES OFFERED
NINC
miles from Murray. Phone 753- 1970 KAWASAKI 500. Phone 753tional powerplant for those 908 Sycamore.
Remember
030C
8202.
CARPET-LINOLEUM inwho don't think the rotary is
TFC
8550.
Tuesday,
stallations and repairs, all types.
here to stay. With a 96.8 CID
bedroom
MUSIC
four
OWNER;
BY
four-banger, the RX-3 beResidential or commercial. For
?home, with large den, large STARTER COON dogs and good
comes an 808 Series. With a
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
free estimate phone 436private patio, large utility rooin, rabbit dogs. Also 15' runabout
Pianos -Organs
109.6 CID four-cylinder engine
2124.
November1C
525-1415
maple cabinets, dishwasher, boat. Phone 436-5642 after 6:00
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph.
with any fill-up
the RX-2 is transformed into a
See why more people buy
030C
disposal. Close to Carter p.m.
garbage
other
any
than
Wurlitzer
618. And Mazda's mini-pickup
HAZEL TIRE Service at Hazel,
256-5847
TENN.
Ph.
NASHVILLE,
to
Sales-Service-Rental
Chevron
Gasoline
Priced
of
Schools.
piano.
Middle
and
REGISTERED Llewelyn Setters
comes only with a conventionKy., will antifreeze and check
purchase. Practice piano and
sell. Bank loan available to right all white. Bee Creek Kennels,
Ph. 621-2932
ST. LOUIS, MO.
al powerplant. No rotary is ofstudios. J&B Music Center,
your car for the winter for $4.95.
TUESDAY
EVERY
person. Phone 753-1822 days, or Call 753-7585.
Murray, Ky. 753-7575.
N3C
fered at this time, but that
Install any size snow tire cap with
TIC
753-6342 nights.
could change in the next few
a full guarantee for only $12.95,
months.
COLLEGE GIRLS will do baby- each,plus old tire. 492-8708. NIC
FARM WAGON, steel tongue,
FOR RENT
Music Lessons
As of the moment, the RX-3
sitting at University Church (4.
60 ACRE FARM with 5 room rubber tires and factory axels.
Professional teachers of
wagon is the hottest selling
Monday. TUTORING IN high school or
brick house, 8 miles south of Phone 753-7210 or after 5:00 p.m.
12'x50' TRAILER, electric heat. Christ building on
Piano, organ, voice, guitar,
Ky. Lake Catfish
model in the Mazda line. It ofMurray., on Highway 121. Day 753-8567.
031P
Tuesday, Friday and Saturday junior high English or History, by
accordion, drums and band
N2C
Phone
753-7856.
Fish
Whole
Steaks
fers nimble handling, star031C former high school English
instruments. .1 & B Music
phone 753-1443, after 5 p.m. 436-*
nights. Phone 753-7276.
Frozen
Fresh
Center, Murray, Ky. 753tling performance and utility
TFC BIRD DOG puppies, Setters,
5489.
N1C
teacher. Phone 753-9458.
ROOM AND board for elderly
7575.
Wrapped for your freezer
in a small, well put together
white, registered. Phone 753-6729,
Service
REPAIR
man
or
JOHN'S
woman.
Phone
753-6578,
package. The wagon has a
Ph.474-2'743 Closed Sun.
BEDROOM brick home if no answer, 753-1484. Also 1970
and
THREE
-roofing
908
Plumbing-electrical
Sycamore.
030C
wheelbase of only 91 inches,
_WALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
with 1'2 baths, built-in ap- Buick Skylard air and power,
carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or
and yet there is lots of head
, 307 N. 4th 753-6091
031P
SALE OR RENT
FOR
Groves, formerly of pliances, plenty of closets. 32,000 miles.
T.
NICE
on
private
Charles
MOBILE
home
I,
753-7625
nights.
pasfor
four
room
and leg
RADIO, TELEVISION,
will
Kentucky,
and
building
Hazel,
storage
1,
Outside
Route
conAir
University.
near
lot
SMALL APPLIANCE
sengers, as well as luggage or
UPRIGHT
piano.
031C OLD
SALES B. SERVICE
net be responsible for any debts patio. Phone 753-5287.
whatever.
THREE-BEDROOM frame ditioned, electric heat, carpeted. BULLDOZER WORK, trucking, SPECIALIZING
IN CB & CAR
Reasonable. Phone 753-3904, after
other than my own as of October
And fold down that rear seat house. Located on South 15th St. Phone 753-3949 or 753-6044. 031C also bank gravel, fill dirt and RADIO REPAIR
031C
NIP 1 ACRE LOT, with water, septic 2:30p.m.
30,1972.
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
and you've got enough room Newly panelled, Also has garage
tank and light pole already in
TFC
for a six-footer to stretch out apartment. Phone 753-3040. 031P NICE 10' wide two bedroom or 354-8161 after 5:00 p.m.
horses,
been
ground. Gravel driveway. Phone TWO 5-gaited saddle
, GENERAL HOME repairing and
mobile home, located in
in.
shown
successfully
in
society
435-5715.
N4C
painting. Reasonable. Phone 435University Heights Mobile Home
FOR SALE OR TRADE
WANT TO BUY
The Mazda wagon suffers
When is Thanksgiving Day?
horse shows past three years by
5173.
NIP
Park. Reasonable. Phone 753from a few minor, yet nagging
teenage girl. Well mannered, If
031C
Ring a Ding-Ding Knows
faults. In order to fold down 1971 VOLKSWAGEN, like new. 6406 or 753-1566.
AUTOS FOR SALE
you want to win, don't overlook
Call 753-3000
WILL BABY-SIT anytime. ExAntique Clocks
the rear seat, the front buck- Would trade for 1965 or older
these horses. Phone 753-2645 after
1969
DODGE
Charger, Special
perienced. See at 603 South 11th
ets must be moved forward to Volkswagen. Gilbertsville, Route APARTMENT FOR two or three
N3C
5:30 p.m.
We buy and sell old clocks
edition. V8, power steering and
030P
Street or phone 753-4016.
an uncomfortable at least for 1, phone 362-4348.
030P people. Rent $90.00 per month,
cases, works and part.
air,
canary
yellow
with
black
phone
tall drivers) position. With
interested
utilities extra. If
1966-850 FORD twin screw,,5 and
%iv,
vinyl top, black leather
Mazda's optional air condi031C Over 150 in stock.
SEPTIC _TANK cleaning, back
753-1537 or 753-7778.
Montgomery Ward
3 speed. 220 Cummins. One
Musi,
repair
clocks.
J
&
B
tioning - built by Mark IV upholstery. Good tires. Excellent
hoe wori Phone Rex Camp
1203 Chestnut
v, 160001%-111111)A
owner. Can be seen at Midway
Center. 753-7575.
ly
the flow-through ventilation
condition. Phone 753-8769 after
TWO BEDROOM furnished
TFC
753-5933,
says the VA.. by 114••••4
,
S.
Sale, Wednesday
Truck Stop on Hazel Highway.
feature is lost. That means
4:30p.m.
duplex apartment, $110.00 plus
031P
Would consider taking good car
cracking open the windows if
Goods
utilities
per
-Repairmonth.
Couple
PIANO
or
TUNING
if •O‘J
in on trade.
N2NC
10
you want fresh air.
eur •••
,
:.F
oftwww.
lOubt
couple and one child only. Phone WANT TO BUY youth bed. Phone rebuilding. Prompt expert ser1964 OI,DSMOBILE F85, 6
MIT
war,
'tad a"g.
TOIGIP
t. tinder automatic. Good tires. BELTONE FACTORY fresh
753-4599 or 753-1351.
NOE
03IC vide. 15 years experience. Rebuilt
031C 753-6625.
There are nice touches as
abba•Mlit•
MSAs ItY
Dependable car. $275.00 or best hearing aid batteries for all make
pianos for sale. Ben W. Dyer,
well. The door locks, for exTUTdOCTar
"Wild
offer. Phone 435-5702.
030P hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. N IC
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
753Phone
Kentucky.
Murray,
ample, are within easy reach
furniture,
wall to wall carpeting, heat, air WANT TO BUY old
November2IC
Raspberry 1967 PONTIAC, all power, just
of the driver. Located up forof value. 8911.
anything
attic
junk,
or
conditioned, utilities furnished.
ward, you don't have to twist
November21C
Phone 436-2135.
like new. New tires. Runs like THIS sppt that spot, traffic paths
OPENING
One block from University
in two to get at those rear
septic
tank
FREE
on
ESTIMATE
new. Phone 753-2653.
030C too, removed with Blue Lustre
locks.
campus. Couples only, no pets.
SOON!
carpet shampoo. Big K, Belaire
753-7850.
TFC
installation.
Phone
May be seen at 1641 Miller. TFC
WANTED TO RENT
At $3,000, the, RX-3 cannot
N4C
88, 4-door Shopping Center.
Delta
OIDS,
1966
be considered an inexpensive
sedan, power brakes, power
HELP WANTED
car. With an average of 17-18
TWO BEDROOM trailer. couple WANT TO RENT two or three 'KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
steering, air, motor good, body CREOSOTED POLES and penta
100
South
Control,
753-3914,
phone
miles per gallon it cannot be
treated lumber. Also styrofoam
preferred. References. See B.B. bedroom house, centrally heated.
fair. I need smaller car. Price,
considered an economy car in
Dill at Dill's Trailer Court, Prefer centrally air conditioning, 13th Street. "Every day you COOKS HELPER, night shift, no $575, or best offer. See at 802 N. logs for dock flotation. Murray
the same vein as 24 m.p.g.delay lets bugs have their
F., ••••••••••• moms. Ow m.o.I Meta !Awe%
Murray Drive In Theatre enphone calls. Apply Colonial 20th after 5 p.171.
baths. Pamily with grown
N4C Lumber Company, 104 Maple
plus VW.
TFC House Smorgasbord. W1
1=.11•HIPE Mai
II.
Street.
NI('
TTC children. Phone 753-4096. 031C
TFC
trance.By JEFF CUSHING
Copley News Service

Darnell Marine Sales

SlEt-5

City of Murray

*

Property Taxes Are Due
A Ten Per Cent (10%) Penalty will
be added to all unpaid tax bills
November 1st

I
I
*
* Neal Starks Mobile Homes :
*
*
*

October 31 Is The Last Day
To Avoid The Penalty

,

*
*
*
*
*

FOR SALE

Protect Your Home!

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Your Paper

753-1916

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

Real Estate
For Sale

753-7278

CALL

25'

PASCHALL TRUCK- LINES
- DIRECT SERVICE -

1

FREE WASH

ASTRO CAR WASH

1

I

tAis
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Nunn Cites 'Unfair'
Advertising Practice

Candidates To End Campaigns
In Same Manner As They Began

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- him," the former governor
and ethics in go,ernment, for Washington today. He is schedLouie Nunn says his Democrat- said.
McGovern and Shaver, and the uled to journey to Chicago on
ic opponent for U.S. Senate has
war, amnesty and McGovern's Tuesday and to wind up his
He said one of the main ismade unfair and personal atproposed defense spending cuts, campaign with appearances in
sues on the Senate race alone is
tacks on him in political adverfor the Nixon-Agnew ticket.
California next weekend.
experience, and that as govertisements and statements.
The final Yankelovich survey,
McGovern will be on the road
nor he has been intimately conThe former Republican govconducted for The New York today, in Harford, Conn., and
nected with various federal proernor said that state Sen. WalTimes and Time magazine, Pittsburgh. Shriver will be in
grams and procedures.
ter Dee) Huddleston has "by
gave Nixon 56 per cent of those Los Angeles, San Diego, Rivinuendo" questioned the purpolled, to 30 per cent for erside and Oakland, all in Calichase of a home at Lexington,
McGovern. The Gallup poll fornia. Vice President Agnew
where he and Mrs. Nunn now
gave Nixon a 59-36 per cent resumes his campaigning in
reside.
margin.
Warren, Mich., Amarillo, Tex.,
Nunn said Huddleston also inA McGovern aide claimed and Los Angeles Tuesday.
correctly indicates he tried as
today that a private Republican
McGovern said in a telethon
governor to keep the University
poll of 33 states showed broadcast in Connecticut, MasLEARNING ABOUT THE REVOLUTION: These three Murrayans were among more than 250 of Louisville out of the state
Mcdkern had gained substan- sachusetts and Rhode Island
persons on hand Friday for the opening session of a two-day Murray State University symposium higher education system.
tial ground, to within 12 points Sunday that Nixon and presi•'And he tries to imply there
dealing with the origins of the American Revolution. Shown,from left, talking with Dr. Jack Greene,
of the President.
dential adviser ,Henry A. Kisprofessor of history and chairman of the Department of History at John Hopkins University, was no sales tax on anything
He said the poll came from a singer have -literally been begBaltimore, one of four nationally-recognized authorities on the era participating in the symposium, until I came along," the GOP
source within the Nixon cam- ging for a settlement" of the
Dairy farmers from this area
are: Mrs. Leonard Vaughn, Mrs Robert LaFollette and Mrs. Howard Keller. Seven similar sym- candidate said during
a
paign, but a Nixon campaign Vietnani war, adding: "I'm
posiums dealing with various segments of the era are scheduled during the next four years at the television panel interview will hold their annual district
spokesman denied such a poll glad they did."
meeting,
Wednesday,
University in connection with the nation's bicentennial observance in 1976.
( WHAS; Sunday night.
existed.
November
1,
at
the Mayfield
Huddleston
been
accushad
President Nixon Sunday
'
ing Nunn of distorting or lying High School Cafeteria in
charged in a nationwide radio
about Huddleston's actual posi- Mayfield.
address from the White House
Haverstock Speaks To
Elmer Hixson is chairman of
tions on general amnesty, aborthat McGovern's proposed cuts
tion and drugs, among other the meeting.
(Continued from Page 1)
in military spending "would
Business Organization
Activities will start with a
drastically slash away not just
Other Communist countries, things.
But Nunn insisted under 7:00 p.m. dairy buffet for all
the fat but the muscle of our
including
Russia,
joined
in
E.J. Haverstock, general
defense."
Hanoi's demand for a quick questioning that Huddleston dairymen and their families. A
manager of the Tappan plant in
"The day the United States
signing.
Pravda said there is no and Democratic presidential general meeting will follow with
CHICAGO API - Thirty1.3y M.C. Garrott
political framework were all
Murray,addressed the Phi Beta
btkonies the second-strongest four persons were killed today
justification
for a delay in sign- nominee George McGovern a welcome from the county
A
panel
of
four
nationally.
accomplished
period
in
a
of
Lambda professional business
share the same philosophies host, introduction of dairy
nation in the world, peace and in a rear-end crash of two
ing.
com- recognized historians have set uncommon unity."
organization at Murray State
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By R. GREGORY NOKES
Associated Press Writer
President Nixon and Sen.
George McGovern planned
today to spend the final full
week of the presidential election campaign much as they
have from the start, with Nixon
making few, but selected appearances, and McGovern
trying to do as much campaigning as possible.
McGovern and his runningmate, Sargent Shriver, continued to trail Nixon and Vice
President Spiro T. Agnew in
the polls. The Yankelovich poll
Sunday gave Nixon a 26-point
edge over McGovern and the
Gallup poll Sunday gave Nixon
a 23-point margin advantage.
With only eight days remaining until the Nov. 7 election,
the major issues seemed narrowed to the war, and morality
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